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Abstract 
We present a proof method in the style of Hoare's logic, aimed at providing a unifying 
framework for the verification of  total correctness of logic and Prolog programs. The method. 
which relies on purely declarative reasoning, has been designed as a trade-off between expres- 
siveness and ease of use. On the basis of a few simple principles, we reason uniformly on sev- 
eral properties of logic and Prolog programs, including partial correctness, call patterns, 
absenco f run-timL: errors, safe omission of the occur-check, computed instances, termination 
and modula,.-~roglam development. We finally generalize the methu.d to general p~o- 
grams. © 1999 Elsevier Selene Inc. All rights reserved. 
Kerwords: Verification: Proof theory: Logic programs: Prolog" Correctness; Total correctness; 
Partial correctness 
I .  In t roduct ion  
The fami ly o f  logic p rogramming languages is advocated  as an ideal suppor t  to 
dec larat ive programming - an endeavor  where programmers  write specS 'cat ions  that  
can be direct ly used as programs.  This ideal s i tuat ion,  however ,  is usual ly cont rad ic t -  
ed by pract ical  experience. On ~he c, ne hand,  direct execut ion o f  specif icat ions may 
be hopelessly inefficient, and,  on the o ther  hand.  logic p rogramming ~ystems often 
exhibit  sl ightly different semantics.  For  these reasons,  declarat ive programs may fail 
to terminate,  may end in run- t ime error:~+ may del iver unexpected output ,  may be- 
have dif ferently in different imp lementat ions .  
It is therefore impor tant  o assess the correctness o f  a logic p rogram with respect 
to its specif icat ion, or  i n tended intetT~ret,ttion: a prob lem that  has received par t icu lar  
a t tent ion  in the recent years, as witnessed by the body  o f  research cited in the Relat-  
ed Work  section. Many  proo f  methods  and  techniques have been put fo rward  to ad- 
dress the var ious  ver i f icat ion issues, inc luding:  
{i) part ia l  correctness.  
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(ii) characterization of call patterns, 
(iii) characterization of correct and computed instances, 
(iv) universal termination, 
(v) absence of type and run-time errors, 
(vi) safe omission of the occur-check, 
(vii) modular program development. 
However, no comprehensive framework has been proposed, capable of addressing the 
wlrious verification issues withhl a single proof  theory on the basis of a few simple, uni- 
fying principles. For instance, Apt's book [8] presents a number of different tech- 
niques, each devoted to the analysis of specific issues by means of specific tools. A 
striking comparison naturally arises with imperative programming, where Hoare's 
logic thoroughly encompasses verific~ttion of  sequential programs, and provides tile 
basis for verifying concurrent and distributed programs (see e.g. Apt and Olderog [! 2].) 
This paper introduces a proof  theory designed as a candidate unifying framework 
for the verification of logic programs. The starting point of the research reported in 
this paper has been the recognition of a few core principles, common to several ex- 
isting proof  methods for logic programs. On this basis, a thorough proof  theory has 
been developed, capable of addressing a reasonably large spectrum of properties tot 
a reasonably large class of programs. The spectrnm of properties is (i-vii) above, 
whereas the class of programs is that of logic programs, possibly with negation 
and arithmetic built-in's, which are designed to be executed according to a fixed se- 
lection rule. As a consequence, the proposed proof  theory is general enough to en- 
compass verification of Prolog programs. 
The proof  theory is based on Hoare's style triples {h-c,} P {Post} wtaich, for a log- 
ic program P, specify the admissible inpt~t and expected output by means of pre- and 
postconditions. Althou~h the logic programming version of a triple is defined on 
purely logical terms, it can be readily applied to reason about operational and 
run-time properties, thus abstracting away l¥om the subtleties of the procedural in- 
terpretation of logic programming - unification and the logical variable, the search 
strategy, to mention a few. In this sense, the proposed verification method is caretkd- 
ly designed as a compromise between generality and expressiveness l¥om the one 
side, and ease of use from the other side. 
Technically speaking, the proof  theory is obtained as a combination of (modifica- 
• ,ions of) existing proposals: the proof  method for partial correctness of Bossi and 
Cocco [16], and the proof  method for termination of Apt and Pedreschi [13]. The ad- 
vantage of  this operation is that the expressiveness of the combined method strictly 
exceeds the expressiveness of the separated methods both from a theoretica; and a 
practical perspective. From a theoretical perspective, the classes of progr,lms and 
properties addressed by the combined method is strictly larger than those of the sep- 
arated methods. This claim is substantiated in the related work section, i-, om a prac- 
tical perspective, the combined method supports shorter and simpler proofs, with 
respect to the separated methods. In fact. fewer proof  obligations are required in 
the combined method, and reasoning is performed in purely logical terms - or, in 
the logic programming jargon, at the level of  ground objects - abstracting away from 
the complications of the logical variable. 
On the basis of the above discussion, the original contribution of this paper is the 
introduction of a proof  relation I--, {/~'e} P {Posl} for total correctness, capable of 
addressing properties li-vii) for logic programs with negation and arithmetic built- 
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in's. For  obv ious  reasons o f  presentat ion,  the I--, p roo f  method is in t roduced in an 
incrementa l  way,  by a step, vise definit ion o f  increasingly h igher  levels o f  verif ication, 
f rom a weak  form of  part ia l  correctness up to full-f ledged total  correctness.  This is a 
s tandard  presentat ion  style adopted  in many textbooks  on Hoare 's  logic for imper-  
at ive programming,  such as Ref.  [12]. It is wor th  not ing that  certain f ragments  o f  the 
proposed  method are not new, as discussed in Section 6. However ,  the complete  
method is new both in the spect rum o f  addressed propert ies  and  in the class o f  ad-  
dressed programs.  
1.1. Plan o f  the paper 
In Sect ion 2, we discuss which not ions o f  semant ics  and  specif icat ions are. appro -  
pr iate for p rogram verif ication, and  adopt  a var iant  o f  the least Herbrand model  se- 
mant ics .  The proof  method based on triples is in t roduced in Section 3. We show how 
to rea~.on about  modu lar  proofs ,  correctness,  call patterns ,  correct  and  computed  in- 
stances, and  terminat ion.  In Section 4. we discus:~ ~'efinements o f the proof  method to 
deal with ar i thmet ic  bui;t - in 's and  modu lar  p rogram deve lopment ,  and  some results 
on the safe omiss ion o f  the occur-check,  veri f ication o f  recta- interpreters  and  dec~.d - 
abi l i ty issues. Final ly.  in Section 5. the method is extended to reason on general  logic 
p rograms.  
1.2. Notat ion 
A word  on termino logy  is in order.  Throughout  the paper  we use the s tandard  no-  
tat ion o f  logic p rogramtn ing ,  as in Relh. [7.41], unless specified otherwise.  In part icu-  
lar, we use queries instead o f  goals. LD(NF) - reso lu t ion  is SLD(NF) - reso lu t ion  with 
the lef tmost  selection rule. A language L is a pair  (S! .  HL) o f (not  necessari ly dis joint)  
set o f  funct ion and  predicate symbols.  To each symbol  a non-negat ive  ar i ty is as- 
signed. Ambiva lent  syntax is a l lowed, in the sense that funct ion and predicate symbols  
may over lap  [40]. We cons ider  a fixed language L in which programs and queries are 
written,  in other  words ,  all the results are pttramt'trk" with respect to L. prov ided L is 
rich enough to conta in  every symbol  o f  the programs and queries under  cons iderat ion.  
AtomL is the set o fa toms on the language L. C~ the Herbrand universe o f  L, and  BL 
is the Herbrand base o f  L. 1.e is the language generated by the program P. Be is an 
abbrev ia t ion  for  BL,,. By Mfi we denote  the least Herbrand model  o f  P with L as the 
under ly ing language.  FF~ is the finite fai lure set o f  P. and  FF~ is BL \ FF~. An  a tom is 
called pure i f  it is o f  the t\3rm p(.r~ . . . . .  x,,) where .~:j . . . . . .  r,, are different var iables.  
re l (A)  denotes  the predicate symbol  o f  the a tom A. 
We write ,4 ~--BI . . . . .  B,, E ground, (P)  iff,4 ~--B~ . . . . .  B,, is a groaud instance o f  a 
c lause f rom P. G iven a Herbrand interpretat ion I and  a query  Q we write I ~ Q i f  I 
is a model  o f  Q. In part icu lar ,  if A is a ground atom then I ~ A iff,4 E I. F inal ly.  
Tt, is the classical bnmediatc conseqttet~ce operatvr defined as follows: Tp(l) = 
{A C BL I ~_A ~ B~ . . . . .  B,, ~ groundL(P): I ~ B~ . . . . .  B,,}. 
We adopt  the Pro log notat ion  when writ ing lists. For  ~ c UL. List(~) denotes  the 
set o f  g round lists whose elements belong to ~. GList is the set o f  g round lists, i.e. 
List(C~ ). The  l ist- length funct ion l¥om grotmd terms into natura l  numbers  is def ined 
as fol lows: I f ( . . . )1  = 0 i f f  is not  the list const ructor  symbol  [.I-1. and  ][-v[tjl --= It[ + 1 
otherwise.  
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The fo! lowing assumpt ions  on notat ion  will be useful: 
• an identif ier with lower-case initial letter, such as x .y , - .xs , ) s ,  zs, is a meta -var iab le  
for g round terms: 
- an identif ier with upper -case initial letter, such as X.  Y. Z,.Es. Ys. Zs, is a meta-var i -  
able for (not necessari ly g round)  terms; 
• symbols  and  express ions f rom the under ly ing language L are written in the O'pe- 
,,'riter style, such as member(x ) ,  X. Xs ,  Y. 
Wi th  these assumpt ions ,  x is a ground term. X a term. and  X a logic var iable.  
2. Declarative programming 
2.1. tl/hich semantics /br program rer(h'cation? 
Of  course,  when ver i fy ing a logic p rogram P, it would  be helpful to use its declar-  
at ive semant ics.  However .  several dec larat ive semant ics  have been proposed  as 
promis ing  a l ternat ives to the least Herbrand model  3/1~ (also known as . / / - semant ics )  
for suppor t ing  program veri f icat ion in a natura l  way. Among the others,  we main ly  
focus on two o f  them. namely  the Z -semant ics  o f  Fa laschi  et al. [35] (also known as 
the least term model  o f  C la rk  [22]) and  the / f - semant ics  o f  Falaschi  et al. [18.34]. 
Definit ion 2.1. For  a logic p rogram P we define: 
• if(P) = 1.4 E BL [ P ~ A}. 
r(,(P) = {.4 EAtom,  [ P~,4}.  
.V'(P) = {,4 E .4tO,nL ] .4 is a computed  instance o f  a pure a tom}.  
In Apt  et al. [gj. the relative in fo rmat ion  order ing  o f  the three semant ics  is studied 
and  the semant ics  are related to each other  with the c la im that  for a large class o f  
p rograms and propert ies  one can restrict to considel --,ldy the s imple . / / - semant ics .  
Under  certain condi t ions,  the ~,- and  - ' / ' -semantics can be reconst ructed start ing 
f rom the least Herbrand model .  There fore . . / / - semant ics  seems to be a good 
t rade-oE  between expressiveness,  abst ract ion  and  complex i ty  o f  use in paper ~'penc i l  
proof  methods .  Then,  a natura l  approach  consists o f  cons ider ing  Mfi as the intended 
specif icat ion - therefore,  the veri f icat ion o f  a program i~, v iewed as checking that  the 
intended specif icat ion of  p rogram and its least Herbrand model  do  coincide. 
This approach ,  however ,  turns out  to be inadequate :  s t rangely  enough,  the least 
Herbrand models  semant ics  is not sufficiently abst ract .  In fact.  the absence o f  types 
implies that  the least Herbrand model  is general ly  pol luted with un intended atoms.  
Cons ider  the APPEND program taken f rom Sterl ing and Shap i ro  ~54]: 
append (Xs. Ys. Zs) ---- Zs is the concatenat ion  of  lists .E~ and Es-. 
append ([ ].Xs. Xs). 
append ([XlXs ]. Ys. [XlZs]) --- 
append (Xs. Ys. Zs). 
APPEND is intuit ively correct  with respect to its specif icat ion but  ( if  there are 
sufficiently many symbols  in the language)  its intended interpretation is not  a 
model  o f  the program.  In l~'~ct, in the leust Herbrand model  un intended atoms 
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appear, such as append(  [ ] ,  foo ,  foo) .  For  efficiency reasons run-time type- 
checks are dropped. 
As a consequence, reasoning about the whole least Herbrand model implies hav- 
ing to take into account ill-typed atoms, thus making the specification complex and 
counter-intuitive. This problem becomes much harder in modular program develop- 
ment, since adding more symbols to the language in the upper modules entails 
changing the least Herbrand model of  lower modules, and hence their correctness 
properties. A clear point emerges from the previous discussion: a semantics for ver- 
ification should take the intended or ,'ell-typed queries into account. 
2.2. Specifications and semantics 
Following a Hoare's logic style of defining partial and total correctness, we stip- 
ulate that a specification is a pair (he ,  Post) of Herbrand interpretations, i.e., subsets 
of  BL. The rationale under this choice is the following. The first interpretation, Pre, 
specifies the intended, or well-o'ped one-atom queries, i.e., those queries for which we 
designed the program under consideration. The second interpretation, Post, specifies 
some desired property of successful one-atom queries. In this sense, a specification 
(/:'re, Post) describes the input-output  behavior of a logic program, in a way that 
closely resembles that in Hoare's logic, where preconditions pecify the admissible 
input, and postconditions specify (properties of) tile expected output. Here, precon- 
ditions specify the admissible input queries, and postconditions specify the expected 
output, namely properties of  the correct instances of the input queries. 
According to this choice, the well-typed fragment of the least Herbrand model is 
Met n/ ' re .  We are now ready to define our notions of (weak) partial and (weak) total 
correctness. 
Def in i t ion  2.2.  Let  P be  a logic program. 
• P is partially correct w.r.t, a specification (Pre, Post) iff Met t"t/:'re = Post. 
• P is totally correct w.r.t, a specification (t3"e, Post) iff MetNPre=Post  and 
Pre c__ Me t LI FFe L, where FFp L is the finite failure set of  P. 
In addition, P is weak partially or weak totally correct if the weaker requirement 
Met N Pre C Post holds instead of Met N/:'re = Post. 
As a consequence of this definition, partial correctness of  a program P w.r.t, a 
specification (Pre, Post) entails that Post coincides with the well-typed fragment of  
M~. As usual, the difference between partial and total correctness i that, in the latter 
case, we also require a weak form of termination, namely that every query in Pre ei- 
ther succeeds or (finitely) fails. Although Pre is a set of  ground atoms, it should be 
stressed that aomissible queries are not required to be necessarily ground. We shall 
devise proo£ methods to reason about aziy atomic query Q such that Pre ~ Q, 
namely any query true in Pre, or equivalently, any query whose instances are includ- 
ed in Pre. -~ 
It .;hould be noted that both partial and total correctness are defined in purely 
declarative terms, as the sets Met and FFe z can be constructed without reference to 
the procedural interpretation of  logic programming [8,41]. In addition to the men- 
tioned declarative notions, the mechanism of pre- and post-conditions i suitable 
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to deal with the operat iona l  not ion  of  call pat tern  character izat ion.  In other  words,  
we require that every a tom selected dur ing  a der ivat ion start ing from an inte,:dcd 
query is ful ly character ized by Pre. In such a case, Pre can be used to specify certain 
desired run- t ime propert ies,  ranging f rom persistency o f  types up to absence o f  run- 
t ime errors,  safe omiss ion  o f  the occur-check and,  for general  p rograms,  non- f loun-  
dering. 
As an example,  the APPEND prograan is intuit ively total ly correct w.r.t, the spec- 
i l ication: 
PreAv~zr~v -= { append(xs ,  y~, zs) lxs , ) ,s  ~ GList }, 
POStAvw,~D = { append(xs ,  ys, zs) l xs, vs E GList A zs-= xs . j,s }, 
where * is the list concatenat ion  operator .  Moreover ,  PreAvp~z~,,,D character izes the call 
patterns o f  the quer ies where append is cal led with the first two arguments  filled in 
with (not necessar i ly ground)  lists. 
Not ice that the weak vers ion o f  either not ions  o f  correctness entai ls  that Post  spec- 
ifies some proper~y o f  Mfi n Pre. For  instance, the APPEND program is weak total ly 
correct w.r.t. (PreApp~.~D, Post), where: 
Po~s't = {append(xs .  ys, zs)[ [zs[ = I.,c.s'l + I.u~l} 
and 1.[ is the l ist- length funct ion.  Therefore,  a postcond i t ion  in the sense o f  the weak 
correctness descr ibes a property  o f  every correct instance o f  an intended query.  
It is worth not ing that the def in i t ions o f  (weak) part ia l  and  (weak) total correct- 
ness are stateti m full general  terms. As a consequence o f  our  commitment  o the 
study o f  fixed selection rules, univ,:rsal te rminat ion  and call pattern charai_'terization, 
the result ing proo f  method  is a sufficient method  for the not ions  o f  correctness men-  
t ioned above.  Once again,  our  object ive is to design a method that is a t rade-of f  be- 
tween expressiveness (i.e., the class o f  p rograms and propert ies it is able to reason 
about )  and ease o f  use in paper  ~ penci l  proofs.  
3. Proof theory 
3.1. The proo f  method  
We now int roduce a proo f  method  for the var ious not ions  of  correctness,  by 
means  o f  the concept  o f  (Hoare 's  logic style) tr iples {Pre} P {Post} (for p rograms 
P) and {Pre} Q {Post} (l'or quer ies Q). Tr ip les  are the basic tools to prove correct- 
ness. The proo f  method  essent ial ly consists in the def in i t ion o f  a p roo f  re lat ion i--, 
for triples, which,  as we will show later, provides a tool for reasoning about  (weak) 
total correctness.  As discussed in the int roduct ion,  we shal l  s tudy I--, in an incremen-  
tal way, by cons ider ing first a sub-re lat ion I- on triples, which provides a tool for rea- 
son ing about  (weak) part ia l  correctness. 
The next key def in i t ion introduces both proo f  relat ions,  ~-, and t-, by exp la in ing  
the proo f  ob l igat ions  needed to prove a tr iple in either sense. First,  we recall f rom 
Bezem [14] the not ion o f  level mapphtg  (on a language /,). 
Definit ion 3.1. A leuel mapp ing  (on L) is a f lmct ion [ I : Bt. --~ N of  g round atoms to 
natura l  numbers .  
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Def in i t ion  3.2. Cons ider  a program P, a query Q. and a specif icat ion (~'e. Post). We 
write: 
- ~, {/~'e} P {Post} iff there exists a level mapp ing  I! such that for every 
A "-- B I  . . . . .  B,, E _~roundL(P): 
( ! )  fo r /c  [l.n]" 
t~-e ~ A A Post ~ B! . . . . .  B~ t 
¢~,) Pre ~ Oi and 
. ,  
~r~) IA[ > [B;I 
(~., P#'e ~ A / \Pos t  ~ Bi . . . . .  B,, ==a Post ~ A. ." 
We write i-- {Pre} P {Post} when ( la )  and (2) hold. ere  is cal led a precondi t ion 
and Post  a postcondi t ion.  
® ~- {h'e} Q {Post} iff for every ground instance .-Ii . . . . . .  4,, of  Q: 
(3) for i ~ [ l .n  l Post ~ A~ . . . . .  A+: ~ ~ i~-e ~ A+. 
• I--, {/~'e} Q {Post} iff there exist a level mapp ing  ] I and k E N such that for every 
ground instance .4~,. . . . .  4,, o f  Q: 
(4) for i E [ l ,n] Post ~ A I . . . . .  Ai-~ ~/~'e  ~ A+ A k > IA~I. 
Intuit ively,  for a clause C in ground+.(P) there are n + ! p roo f  ob l igat ions  to con- 
elude that the relat ion F-- {Pre} P {Post} holds: 
1. each a tom B in the body o f  C is in Pre  when the the head o f  C is in Pre and all the 
atoms to the left o f  B in the body o f  C are in Post: 
2. the head of  C is in Post  when it is in Pre and all the a toms in the body of  C are in 
Post.  
In the case o f  F--, {/~'e} P {Post} the decreas ing o f  the level mapp ing  is also required.  
i.e. the level mapp ing  plays the role o f  a te rminat ion  funct ion.  Strictly speaking,  the 
level mapp ing  has to be def ined only on the precondi t ion  Pre. 
The left-to-r ight p ropagat ion  o f  assumpt ions  in p roo f  ob l igat ions is biased by the 
left-to-r ight eva luat ion  strategy o f  Prolog. in the sense that we require that :,_ body  
atom is ready to be executed (i.e., it is in Pre) when the a toms to its left have been 
a l ready executed (i.e.. they are in Post) .  However.  the presented not ion is purely de- 
clarat ive, and  no procedura l  intu i t ion is needed to carry on the proo f  obl igat ions.  
Moreover ,  we observe that the proo f  method  appl ies to arb i t rary  fixed selection rules 
other  than lef tmost 's  by s imply  cons ider ing permutat ions  o f  the body atoms.  
Prov ing that a tr iple is in the relat ion P or I--, for a given program or query  in- 
volves reasoning on their g round instances only. Basical ly,  the def in i t ion provides 
a s tandard  way for lil'thtg up the results to non-ground queries. The advantage  is that 
this l i ft ing is made a posterior i .  
F inal ly ,  we point  out  that Def in i t ions 3.2 (3,4) for a query Q a le  der ived f rom Def- 
in i t ions 3.2 ( 1,2) by cons ider ing the program arts ~ Q, where ans is a fresh predicate. 
This  fol lows f rom the fo l lowing useful relat ion, which is immediate  f rom Def in i t ion 
3.2 (1.2): for t- {/~'e} P {Post} aod  A +- i3~ . . . . .  B,, E groundt. (P)  
A E /~'e impl ies I-- {Pre} Bt . . . . .  B, ,{Post}. 
As expla ined in the int roduct ion,  the ul t imate goal o f  this paper  is to show that the 
relat ion ~, yields a l , roo f theory  for total correctness o f (genera l )  logic programs.  The 
study o f  relat ion ~-t is per formed by means  o f  some intermediate  steps. First,  we 
study how the subre lat ion i-- a l lows us to reason on (weak) part ial  correctness and 
to character ize call patterns: second, we study how t- a l lows us to character ize 
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~,orrect and computed  instances o f  in tended queries; and  finally, we study how the ~-, 
re lat ion completes  the picture by deal ing with terminat ion .  
3.1.1. Example." preorder tree traversal 
As an example  to c lar i fy  the form of  the needed proo f  obl igat ions,  cons ider  the 
program PREORDER: 
preorder(T,  Ls) 6-- 




preorder (n i l ,  [ ]) . 
p re  o rde  r ( lea f (X) ,  IX]) . 
preorder(tree(X, Left, Right), Ls) e- 
preorder(Left ,  As) , 
preorder(R ight ,  Bs) , 
append( IX~As], Bs, Ls) . 
augmented  with the APPEND program.  The set o f  g round b inary  trees Tree(~,fl) 
whose leaves be long to ~ c UL and  in termediate  nodes be long to fl c Ut is def ined 
by the grammar :  
T ree : :=n i l  I l ea f (~)  I t ree( f l .  T ree ,  T ree)  
For  instance,  i f  0e = {0, 1 ,2 , . . .}  and  fl = {+, - ,  * . . . .  }, we have that Tree(~, fl) is the 
set o f  syntax trees def in ing ar i thmet ic  express ions on natura l  numbers .  We denote  by 
Iltll the number  o f  nodes o f  a tree t, def ined as follows: 
i i l ea f (x ) t  I = 1 
I t t ree(x ,  t , r ) l l  = Iltll + Ilrll + l 
lie(t, . . . . .  t.)ll = 0 o therwise .  
Intuit ively,  an in tended use of  PREORDER is to compute  the preorder  traversal  o f  
a given tree. Th is  is fo rmal ly  expressed by defining: 
PrepREOaDER = {preorder ( t ,  Is) ] t • Tree(~, fl)} t.) Preapp~.,~D 
or, in a more  intuit ive representat ion:  
t~'ePav.ORDER = preorder (D 'ee(~,  fl) × UL) tD append(GL is t  × GList × U,). 
Th is  precond i t ion  al lows us to concentrate  on the relevant input  queries, abstract-  
ing away f rom i l l - typed in fo rmat ion  which is present in the least l - lerbrand mode l  o f  
PREORDER, such as the un in tended atom 
preorder ( t ree(0 ,1eaf ( [  ] ) , l ea f (n i l ) ) , [0 , [  ] ,n i l ] ) .  
Indeed,  a complete  character izat ion  of MptR~.0RDER is much more  labor ious  than s imply 
reason ing  on correctness and  te rminat ion  o f  a toms in Pre~,a~.oaD~R. 
A cand idate  level mapp ing  is: 
i p reorder ( t ,  ls)[ = Iltll + l l append(xs ,  #s, zs)l = Ixst. 
The + l ad jus tment  is needed to satisfy the required proo f  obl igat ions,  but,  as shown 
later in Sect ion 4.2, the method can be refined to avo id  this compl i ca t io~. . -  
F inal ly ,  we define the postcondi t ion ,  which reflects the intended interpr~'.'~tion f
PREORDER: 
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POStpR~oRVeR = {preo : rder ( t ,  I s ) I t  E Tree(~,fl) A 
Is is a preorder  traversa! o f  t} U Post~.~:~D. 
We are now in the posit ion to prove ~-, {/3"epE~0.~,zE} PREORDRR {PostpREOR,~R}. by 
showing the proo f  ob l igat ions o f  Def in i t ion 3.2. 
For  c lause (pl) .  we have to show that i f  p reorder (n±l .  [ ]) is in the precondi -  
t ion then it is in the postcondi t ions  as well. which is obvious.  The reasoning on (p2) 
and on the clauses o f  APPEND is also immediate .  Let us concentrate  on clause (/,3). 
and cons ider  a ground instance: 
preorder(tree(.v, left. r ight),  I s ) , - -  
preorder(lel? as), 
preorder(riqhl, bs), 
append([xlas], hs. Is). 
Assume that the head i.,~ in the precondi t ion,  i.e. that x E f l  and 
left.  right E D'ee(~,fl). By def in i t ion o f  t~'ep~o~<~, preorder ( ie f t ,  as) and 
preorder ( r ight ,  I~s) are also in the precondit ion.  Moreover .  
lpreorder(tree(x, l<ii,  right), ls)l 
= I /</~i I  ~I I I , ig / - t l  + 2 
> Ite.ftlt + l 
= [t reorder ( le l i ,  as)l 
and ana logous ly  tbr preorder ( r ight ,  hs). This  shows the proo f  ob l igat ion (t)  o f  
Def in i t ion 3.2 in the cases i ---- l, 2. 
In the case i = 3, we have to show Ihat append( [x ias ] ,  bs, Is) is in /~'epREOR~ER, i.e. 
that Ix I as] and bs are ground lists, under  the assumpt ion  that p reorder ( /g lL  as) 
and preorder ( r ight ,  bs) are in Post~.~sosL, ~, which is obvious.  Moreover ,  
[preorder(tree(x. /</?. r ight).  Is) i, 
- -  l i ra / i l l  + I I ,Ld,, i l  + 2 
> ilZ</~tl + n 
- -  lasl + ! 
= lappend( [x  las ] .  hs. Z.~')l 
since preorder ( lq f t ,  as) C Pt,stpRs0~:D~: impl ies that the number  o f  nodes o f  left is 
equal  to the length o f  as. 
F inal ly ,  consider  the proo f  ob l igat ion (2). Under  the hypothes is  that: 
Zree(v ,  l<l't, right) E Tree(x .  fl). and 
as is a preorder  traversal  o f  left.  and 
bs is a preorder  traversal  o f  r(qht, and 
is = Ix I as l  * b.,'. 
we have to show that is is a preorder  traversal  o f  t ree(x ,  left.  right), which is im- 
mediate.  
In conclus ion.  F-, {P"evs~:0R,~.'R} PREORDER {POStpR~oR,EH} holds. L i ft ing up to 
non-ground queries, we observe that 
t-, {PrevREORDaa} p re  o rd  e r( T. L) { P,,.sttv,~oRu~R } 
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holds,  where T is a (poss ib ly  non-ground)  term with every ground instance in 
Tree(~,fl), and L is a var iable.  The query  preorder (T ,  r.) is intended to calculate 
the preorder  traversal  o f  T. In part icular ,  i f  ~ = fl = UL then the nodes o f  the tree 
T can be any  term. Ana logous ly ,  if  ~t = List(UL) the leaves can be any  list. 
3.1.2. P roo f  outlines 
The proo f  that t--, {/:'re} P {Post} holds  can be presented in a suggestive way b7 
means  o f  proof  outlines, a wel l -known tool in ver i f icat ion o f  imperat ive programs.  
Definit ion 3.3. A proo f  out l ine for a c lause A ~-- A, . . . . .  A,, and  I I, Pro, Post is a 















where t~ and  j ; ,  g~, for i E iO, n] are respectively integer express ions and assert ions ~in 
some formal  logic), such Omt every ground instance o f  the fo l lowing proof  obliga- 
tions is satisfied: 
(i) for i e [0, n]: t, = )A~I, 
(ii) for i e [0, ,]: g~ ¢:} A~ ~ Pre, 
(iii) for i E [0, nl: Ji ¢:~ Ai E Post, 
(iv) for i E [ I . , ] :  go A I'~ A . . .  A.Ij_~ ~ g~ A to > ti, 
(v) go A.ll A . . .  A f,, ~ .f.. 
The intu i t ion is that  the assert ion g; specifies the condi+~.ons under  ;~,hich the a tom 
A~ o f  the c lause is in Pre, the assert ion .1; specif ies the cond i t ions  under  which A~ is in 
Post. and the express ions t~ represent he level o f  A,. Under  this assumpt ion ,  the 
proo f  ob l igat ions  (iv) and  (v) direct ly reflect respectively Def in i t ion 3.2 (1) and (2). 
By construct ion,  t--, {Pro} P {Post} holds i f  and on ly  i f  there exists a level mapp ing  
I I and  a proo f  out l ine for each c lause o f  P and I 1, Pro, Post. Let us see the proo f  
out l ines for PREORDER. 
{ n i l  E ~n'ee(.~, fl) } 
preorder(nil:[ ]). { I } 
{ ni l  e Tree(~t, fl) A [ ] is a preorder  traversal  o f  it } 
{ lea f (X)  6 Tree(x, fl) } 
preorder( leaf (X) ,  [X]). { 2 } 
{ lea f (X)  6 iD'ee(~,fl) A [A'] is a preorder  traversal  o f  it } 
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{ t ree(X ,  Left,  Right) E Tree(~.fl) } 
preorder(tree(X, Left, Right). Ls) *- [[Left[[ + ][Right[[ H- 2 
{ Left  E Tree(~, I3) } 
preorder(Left,  As). l[Le3~[i + I 
{ Left E Tree(~, fl) A As is a preorder traversal o f  it } 
{ Right E Tree(=,lJ)} 
preorder(Right.  Bs);  [iRigl'tIt + l 
{ Right E Tree(~, fl) A Bs is a preorder traversal o f  it } 
{ [.vlad, Bs ~ GLi.,t } 
append([X lAs] ,  Bs, Ls). Iasl + 1 
{[XIAs], Bs E GList f\ Ls = [XIAs ] * Bs } 
{ t ree(X ,  Left, Right) E Tree(=, ll) A 
Ls is a preorder traversal o f  it } 
The related proofs have been shown in the previous section. P roof  outl ines be- 
come simpler when considering the relation ~-. lrl the labeled clause no t~ appears 
and the proo f  obl igations are (i i - i i i -v) plus the lbl lowing simplified version o f  (iv): 
(iv') for i E [|,n]: go A / i  A . . .  A f _ !  ==> gi. 
Again,  by construct ion 1- {Pre} P {Post} holds iff there exists a p roo f  outl ine for 
each clause o f  P and/~'e ,  Post. It should be observed how proo f  outl ines represent 
in a concise way the domino-sty le propagat ion of  premises in the proo f  obl igations 
o f  Definit ion 3.2. 
We also present a more general form of  p roo f  outlines, which enable us to simplify 
proofs by using assertions % and g~ which do not coincide with post and pre-eondi- 
tions, but rather repres~:nt strengthenings and weakenings c f Post and Pre, according 
to the fol lowing reformulat ion of  p roo f  outlines. We denote with h~ for i E [0, n + I] 
the assertion g0 A./q A . . .  A f ,_, .  Thus,  in part icular,  ha = h, = gq,. 
(i) for i E [O,n]: h~ A g~ ==> t~ = tA, I, 
{ii} g0 ~A.  E Pre, and for iE  [l.n]: h iAg i  ==>Ai EPre,  
(iii) fo r iE  [l.n]: .l~ ~.4~ E Post A h~, and h .... i A f~ ~ At) E Post, 
(iv) for i ~ [1, n]: h~ ~ g; A t0 > t~, 
(v) h,,+ , ~ %. 
The construct ion of  a p roo f  outl ine satisfying the proo f  obl igations (i) through (v) 
for every clause in a program P amounts  to showing that ~, {Pre} P {Post} holds. 
In the fol lowing figure it is depicted how (i) through (iv) imply condit ions l(a) 
and l(b) o f  Definit ion 3.2. 
g0 A .1~ A . . .  A .I~-~ =~ g~ A t. >t ;  
A() E l~'e A A~ E Post A . . .  A A~__~ E Post ~- A~ ~ t~'e A IA()I > [A,I 
Similarly, the proo f  obl igations (ii,iii,~) ~.,.ply condit ion 2 o f  Definition 3.2. 
3.2. 3/lodularity 
Proving f- {/%'e} P {Post}and t-, {Pre} P {Post} can be a difficult task when con- 
sidering either large programs or complex specifications. We will discuss the fc ,mer 
case in Section 4.2, by providing some results in order to show that 
1-- {Pre} PUQ {Post} 
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holds, start ing from triples for P and Q. In this section, we investigate how to prove 
{/:~'e} P {Post} start ing i rom triples involving simpler specifications. First, we 
show that the fol lowing ~Haare's logic style) rule is valid: 
Theorem 3.1. 
I-- {Pre} P {Post} I- {/h-e} P {Post'} 
t-- {/'#'e} P {Post fqPost'} 
Proof. Let A ,--- Bt . . . . .  B, be a g :ound instance of  a clause from P. 
* for i E [1.n], i f /~'e ~A and Post f~Post '~ B, . . . .  ,B,_~ then ~ {/~'e} P {Post} im- 
pl ies/~'e ~= B,; 
if Pre ~ A and Post f-q Post' ~ B~ . . . . .  B,, then ~ {Pre} P {Post} implies Post ~ .4 
and I- {/~'e} P {Post'} implies Post' ~ A. Therefore Post fq Post' ~ A. [] 
-Fhe importance of  this rule is twofold. On the one hand. it is relevant from a 
prac!ical point o f  view, since the proof  of  a triple is split into two simpler proofs. 
For  instance, if we have to show the correctness of  a sort ing program, with post- 
conditSon 
{ sor t (xs ,  ys) t ys  is an ordered permutat ion of  xs } 
then we can split it into: 
{ sort(.x-s. 3~') 13's" is a permutat ion o fxs  3 
and 
{ sor t (xs ,  ys ) lys  is an ordered list }- 
Proving separately the correctness of  the two simpler postcondit ions general ly in- 
volves less eflbrt than proving, the correctness x f  their conjunction. On the other 
hand, Theorem 3.1 allows us to define the not ion of  strongest postcondition. 
Definition 3.4. Assume that t-- {/~'e} P {Post} holds. We denote by sp(P,l~'e) the 
intersection of  every Post' such that ~- {/~'e} P {Post'3, and call it the strongest 
postcomlithm of  P and Pre. 
It is worth noting that the strongest postcondit ion is defined only for programs for 
which there exists at least one Post such that i-- {/~-e 3 P {Post}. In fact, there exist 
programs and precondit ions for which ~ {~-e} P {Post 3 holds for no Post, such as 
p ~ qandPre= {p3. 
Symmetr ical ly,  the fol lowing rule holds, which allows us to simplify precondit ions. 
Theorem 3.2. 
{t~-,-3 e {post3 ~ {t~-e'} p {P,,st} 
t-- {P~'eU/~'e'} P {Post} 
We introduce now the not ion of  weakest liberal precomlition, defined as the union 
of  all precondit ions. 
Delinition 3.5. We denote by ulp(P. Post) the union of  every Pre' such that 
i- {P~-e'} P {Post}, and call it the weakest liheral precondition of  P and Post. 
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The next result shows that sp(P, Ire) and wlp(P, Post) are, respectively, a postcon- 
dition and a precondit ion. 
Theorem 3.3. 
~- Wre} P (.Oost} 
t-- {Pre} P {sp(P, i re)} F- {wip(P, Post)} P {Post}" 
We next extend Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 to relation ~-,. 
Theorem 3.4. 
I-, {/Ore} P {Post} F-, {Pre} P {Post'} 
I-t {Pre} P {PostNPost'} 
Proof .  Suppose that I-, {/'re} P {Post} holds using the level mapping I ] l ,  and 
F-t {Pre} P {Post'} holds using I [2. Then we show that i--t {Pre} P {Post nPost'} 
h° ldsus ing l  [I + I 12(°requivalent lymin{I  I~,1 i_,}). By Theorem3. l ,  wehaveon ly  
to show the decreasing of  the level mapping.  Consider A ~-- Bt . . . . .  Bn E groundL(P), 
and i E [l,n]. I fPre ~ A A Post nPost" ~ B l , . . .  ,Bi-! then, by hypothesis, IAi~ > IB,!~ 
and [A[2 > IB,12 Therefore IAI! + IA[2 > IB~lt + IB,12, and analogously for min. [] 
We point out that it is not necessary to define a notion of  strongest erminating 
postcondit ion as the intersection of  all Post such that t-t {Pre} P {Post}. In fact, 
I--, {Pre} P {Post} trivially implies t--, {/~'e} P {~p(P, Pre)}, and therefore sp(P, Pre) 
is the strongest erminat ing postcondit ion. 
On the other hand, it is important  o define a notion of  weakest precondition of  P 
and Post as the union of  every precondit ion Pre such that I-, {/~'e} P {Post}. We start 
by stating the following rule: 
Theorem 3.5. 
I-, {/~'e} P {Post} t-, {Pre'} P (Post} 
~, {irc u Ire'} e {eo~.t} 
ProoL Assume that t-, {/'re} P {Post} holds using the level mapping ] II, and that 
I-t {Pre'} P {Post} holds using the level mapping ] 12- By defining I[ 1[ as follows: 
min{lAlt,lA[2 i fd  EPrenPre ' ,  
IIAII -- IA[~ i fA E / ' re  \ Ire' ,  
IA 12 if A ~ Pre' \ / ' re  
and ItAII -- 0 otherwise, it is readily checked that ~, {Pre u lq-e'} P {Post} holds using 
the level mapping II I1. [] 
As an example, consider again ,he APPEND program. One of  its uses is to compute 
the list obtained by concatenating two given lists. In fact, we have that 
I-, {Preappm~D} APPEND {PostAp~m~D} holds by the level mapping [ I i ,  where: 
]append(xs, .~, zs)It--Ixsl. 
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In add i t ion  to this use (or directionalio'). APPElqD is a lso employed  to extract  pref ixes 
or  suff ixes o f  a g iven list. For  instance,  for  a list zs. a computed  ins tance  o f  
appenc l (Xs .  Ys ,  zs) b inds  Xs to a pref ix and  Y.q to a suff ix o f  z.~. Formal ly ,  one 
can show that  ~, {/~'e} APPEND {Post.~vw:.zD} ho lds  by the level mapp ing  I [2- where  
f~'e = append(UL  × Ut × GList) 
]append( .x 's .  us'. zs)l 2 = Izs]. 
By Theorem 3.5. we conc lude  that  I-, {/~'e~v~-;D U P~'e} APPEND {Post~pp~v} 
ho lds  by the level mapp ing :  
]append(xs ,  ):s'. :s)]-- { 




if  xs. 3:~. :s  E GList. 
i f  xs. vs E GList. :s f~ GList 
i f  xs. ys ~ GList. :s c GList. 
otherwise .  
The  r.ext de f in i t ion  in t roduces  the not ion  o f  the weakest  p recond i t ion .  
Def in i t ion 3.6. We denote  by UT,(P. Post ) the un ion  o f  every Pre' .'.uch that  
H, {/~'e'} P {Post}, and cal l  it the weakest precondithm of  P and  Post. 
In genera l ,  the weakest  p recond i t ion  and  the weakest  l ibera l  p recond i t ion  do  not 
co inc ide.  As an example ,  cons ider  the fo l low ing  prograq~ P 
p m p .  
and Post = { p }. We have  that  
w/p(P.  ~,st )  = { p } # 0 = wp(P. Post). 
By genera l i z ing  the proo f  o f  Theorem 3.5. we obta in  that  wp(P. Post) is indeed a pre- 
condi t ior ,  fo ,  P and  Post. 
Theorem 3.6. 
I-, {wp(P,  Post) } P {Post} " 
Proof .  Cons ider  the sequence  13"el.i~'e2 . . . .  of  all p recond i t iops  /~-e~ such that  
k-, {/~'ei} P {Post} ho lds  us ing ] li. We def ine ]IAI] = rain { tat,: .4 E Prei, i ~, 1 }. for 
.-I E wp(P. Post), and IIAII = 0 otherwise .  We shove that  ~-, {wp(P.  Post)} t" {Post} 
ho lds  us ing ii ti. Cons ider  A ~-- Bi . . . . .  B,, E grottndt.(P). 
• Assume that,  for / E [ I .n].  wp(P,/3~st) ~ A and Post ~ Bi . . . . .  B, t. For  every 
Pre+ such that  A 6 /~ 'e ,  we have  that  ~w,  ~Bj  and  IAI, > IBjb. There  
tore. wp(P.  Post) ~ B, and I14tl = min{[~l]," .'! ~ ~'ei . i  ->~ i } "> rain{ IB, f,: B~ 
Pre,.i >I 1 } = lIB, If. 
• I f  ~p(P.  Post) ~ .4 and Post L B . . . . . .  B,,. then there exists/3"e, such that  P~'e, i= A 
and  Post ~ B, . . . . .  B,,. There fore .  Post ~ A. V] 
We conc lude  this sect ion b i r : t roduc ing two fur ther  rules. 
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Theorem 3.7. 
[- {/~'e} P {Post} H, {Pre} P {Post} 
I-- { t~'e } P { Post ~ Pre } H , { t~'e } P { Post fq Pre }" 
We a l ready observed that in Def in i t ion 3.2. the ,¢alues assumed by a level mapp ing  
are relevant on ly  on the set Pre. For  postcondi t ions ,  the above  theorem shows that 
Post fq Pre is a postcondi t ion  i f  Post is so. Intuit ively, this fact is just i f ied by the intu- 
it ion that a postcond i t ion  descr ibes a property  o f  a toms in Pre which are conse- 
quences o f  the program.  
The next sections are devoted to study the relat ion of  t- and 1-t with the four  in- 
t roduced not ions  o f  correctness,  namely  (weak) part ia l  and (weak) total. 
3.3. Call  patterns and weak part ial  correctness 
A key re,~ult is the fo l lowing theorem, stat ing the persistency o f  the relat ion i- 
a long SLD-der ivat ions  o f  p rograms P and quer ies Q. 
Theorem 3.8. (Persistency).  Assume that 
H {/~'e} P {Post} and H {/:~'e} Q {Post}. 
Then fo r  every SLD-reso lvent  O' o f  P and Q, H {/~'e} (2' {Post} hohis. 
Proof. First.  wc show tlnat i|" Q = At . . . . .  A,, is a g round query and 
Ai *--- B! . . . . .  Bt C glwumtt.(P) then the ground resolvent 
Or --~ M I . . . . .  ~'li-- l, B! . . . . .  BI, .4i + !. . . . .  A,, 
is such that )- {/~'e} Q' {Post} holds. Let us show the proo f  obl igat ions.  
q) Fork  E [ I , i -  I], i f  Post ~ A~ . . . . .  A~_~ then, s ince) -  {/~'e} Q {Post}, i~'e ~ A~. 
• For  k E [1,1], il" Post ~ Ai . . . . .  A~_l,Bi . . . . .  Bk-j then ere ~ A~, since 
Post ~ At . . . . . .  -t, t and H {Pre} O {Post} holds. In addi t ion.  H {/-~'e} P {Post} 
andPre  ~ A~ APost  ~ Bj . . . . .  Bt - i  imply  /~'e ~ Bk. 
• ForkE  [ i+ l ,n ] . i fPos t  ~ At . . . . .  A , - t .  Bt . . . .  ,B t .A , , t  . . . . .  A~_) thenP~'e ~ A~, 
since Post ~ At . . . . .  A,-! and I-- {/)re} Q {Post} holds. In addi t ion,  
t -{Pre} P {Post} and t~'e ~ A, A Post ~ Bt . . . . .  B~ imp ly  Post ~ A~. and then 
Post ~ At . . . . .  Ai - l ,A i ,A i , i  . . . . .  Ak-t .  
Since I-- {/~'e} Q {Post}, we conclude/~. 'e ~" At,. 
Cons ider  now a not necessari ly g round query Q = A~ . . . . . .  A,,, and let 
(~¢ = (A I , . . .  ,A i - i ,  BI . . . . .  B/..~ti, i . . . . .  A,,)O 
be the SLD-reso lvent  o f  Q and a var iant  B ~-- Bi . . . . .  Bt o f  a c lause f rom P, where 0 is 
the mgu o f  A~ and B. We point  out that every ground instance o f  Q' is a g round re- 
solvent o f  a g round instance o f  QO and a ground instance o f  (B ~.- Bi . . . . .  Bt)O. Since 
1- {Pre} Q {Post} holds, then H {Pre} QO {Post} hokls. F rom the first part  o f  this 
proof,  we conc lude tha'  for every ground instance Q" o f  Q', 1-- {,°re} Q" {Post} holds. 
By Def in i t ion 3.2, this is equiva lent  o say that t-- {/~'e} Q' {Post} holds, hence the 
conc lus ion o f  the theorem. [] 
Direct ly f rom persistency and Def in i t ion 3.2 (3), we have that the leftmost a tom A 
o f  any  query  in a LD-der ivat ion  for P and Q is true in Pre, i .e. /~'e ~ A. In other  
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words, Pre declaratively characterizes call patterns w.r.t. LD-resolution. Another 
immediate consequence is that every computed instance of P and Q is true in the in- 
terpretation Post. This is a formal counterpart to the intuitive notion that a postcon- 
dition is a description of correct instances of intended queries. 
Corollary 3.1. Assttme that F- {/-h-e} P {Post} and ~ {,,3"e} Q {Post}. Then jb r  ever), 
a tom A selected in a LD-derivat ion ./'or P atrd Q, Pre ~ A, 
(i) (Call Patterns).[or ever)" atom A setected in a LD-derivat ion .lot P and Q, 
~'e~ A, 
(ii) (Computed Instances).]or every computed instance Q' of P and Q, Post ~ Q'. 
Proof. (i) Let A. Q' be a query in a LD-ti,:rivation for P and Q. By Theorem 3.8, we 
have that I- {/~'e} A, O' {r~ost}. By Definition 3.2, Pre ~ A' for every instance A' of  
A. Therefore/~'e .~ A. 
(ii) Let xl . . . . .  x,, be the variables of Q, and p be a fresh predicate symbol of arity 
n. We define: 
~-e'  = r~-,-u {p(t ,  . . . . .  t,,) I Post ~ Q{x , / t ,  I i c [ l , , , ]}},  
Post' : Post t_J p ( UL × • •. × Ut. ). 
With these assumptions, it is readily checked that i- {/h-e'} P {Post'}, since p does 
not appear in P, and t-- {~'e'} Q, p(X, . . . . .  x,, ) { Post' }, by definition of Post'. By 
Strong Completeness of  SLD-resolution, there exists a LD-refutation for P and Q 
with computed instance (a variant of) Q'. As a consequence, there exists a LD-der- 
ivation for P and O. p(X~ . . . . .  X,,) where p(T~ . . . . .  T,,) is selected, with 
Q{Xj /T , [ i  c [I.n]} variant of Q'. By (i), P re '~ p(Ti . . . . .  T,,). By definition of Pre', 
we conclude that Post ~ Q{Xi/Ti  I i E [I.n]}, and then Po~t ~ Q~. [] 
Corol lary 3.1 is the key result to reason about call patterns and computed/correct 
instances, as, under the hypothesis of the corollary, Pre describes the shapes of every 
atom selected during a LD-derivation, and Post describes a property of computed/ 
correct instances. 
As an example, consider a term T such that every ground instance of it is in 
Tree( ~. [I). We have that I- {P~'ep~EORDER} preorder (T ,  X) {PostpREORD~a} holds. By 
Corol lary 3.1. every atom pre  o rde  r(T' ,  X)  selected in a LD-derivation of PREOR- 
DER and preorder (T ,  X) is true in /~'epa~or~Dsa, which implies that every ground in- 
stance of T' is in D-ee(z~, [/). In addition, every computed instance preorder (T ,X)  
of PREORDER and pre  o rder (T ,  X) is true in PostvREORDER. In other words, for e,~,:ry 
ground instance preordev( t ,x )  of preorder (T ,X) ,  x is a preorder traveFal  of t. 
In general, proof  relation I-- is sound for proving weak partial correctness. 
Theorem 3.9 (Weak partial correctness). I f  ~- {Pre} P {Post} .':okts then P is weak 
partiall), correct n'.r.t, the .~7~ec(tication (Pre, Post), Le. 
M[; 71 ~'e C Post. 
Proof. Consider ,4 C ,~1~, n~-e .  Then I-{/~'e} A {Post} holds, and by Strong 
Completeness of SLD-resolution there exists a LD-rcft.tation for P and A. Therefore 
A ~ Pos~ by Corollary 3 (ii). [] 
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Notice,  however,  that the proo f  method  is not  complete  witl~ respect to .he pro-  
posed def in i t ion o f  weak part ia l  correctness. As an example,  if  x,'e c9ns ider  P as: 
p ~-- cl. 
10. 
and/3-e = Post = {p}, we have that P is weak part ia l ly  correct w.r.t, the specif icat ion 
(/~'e, Post) but t-- {/~'e} P {Post'} does not hold for any Post'. The reason lies in the 
fact that the proo f  method  based on relat ion !- addresses call pattern character iza-  
t ion as well as correctness,  in the sense clarif ied by Corolk~ry 3. I (i). in  the example,  
/:'re does not character ize call patterns o f  P and p s ince /~e ~ q. 
3.4. Partial correctm'vs 
The Weak  Part ial  Correctness Theorem 3.9 suggests to invest igate further  the re- 
lat ion between postcondi f ions  and  the wel l - typed f ragment  o f  the least Herbrand  
model ,  i.e. Mfi n F~-e. Since every postcondi t ion  is a superset o f  M~, N/'~'e, if  we prove 
that t- {/~-e} P {Mp L n I re},  then we conc lude that M], Cq I re  is the strongest postcon-  
dit ion. Th is  fact is made precise in the follov¢ing theorem. 
Theorem 3.10. Assmne that F- {/~z,} P {Post} hohl~'. 
Then t-- {~'e} P {/I,I~ f3 P~'e} hohls, and then 
sp(P, Ire) = M~, n I re .  
Proof.  Cons ider  ,4 ,-- B~ . . . . .  B,, E gronndt.(P). 
• For  iE  [ l ,n],  i f  I re~,4AM[ ,n i re~B~ . . . . .  B~ ~ then by Theorem 3.9. 
Post I= Bl . . . . .  B~ ~, and,  by the hypothesis ,  I re  ~ Bi. 
• Suppose that I re ~ ,4 A M~; n I re ~ Bt . . . . .  B,. As Alfi is a model  o f  P. we conc lude 
that M~ ~ .4, and then Mfi n I re  ~ .4. 
Therefore  F- { i re} t ~ {M~ P Ire} holds. By Def in i t ion 3.4 we have that 
sp(P, Pre) c_ AI~ fq ~'e. The converse inclus ion sp(P. t~'e) D M~: N i~'e fol lows f rom 
Theorems 3.3 and 3.9. [] 
As a consequence,  i f F- {ire} P {Post} holds,  then P is part ia l ly  correct w.r.t, the 
specif icat ion (Ire, sp( P, Pre ) ). 
Theorem 3 .11  (Part ia l  correctness).  / I ' 1 -{ t~ 'e}  P {Post] hoMs then P is partially 
correct w.r.t, the .q~ec(fication (l~'e, sp(P, 1~-~-) !.
The prob lem is now how to character ize the strongest postcondi t ion directly. 
w i thout  first construct ing the least Herbrand  model  Mfi. To this end. we define the 
not ion o f  well-supporled interpretation, in t roduced in the context o f  sem-'-mtics for 
general  logic p rograms (see Ref. [2]). A s imi lar  not ion has been employed  for pro- 
g ram veri f icat ion w.r.t, three-valued semant ics  by Ma l fon  [42]. 
Definit ion 3.7. Assume that t- {:%'e} P {Post} holds. 
Post is a well-supported interpretation (w.r.t. P and  ere) iff there exist: 
• a wel l - founded poset (W,  <),  and 
• a funct ion  I I:BL -- ,  IV 
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such that for every A E Post ~ Pre there exists A ~ B i , . . . ,  B,, E groundL (P) 
such that: Vi E [ l ,n]:Post ~ Bi A [A] > IB~I. 
Observe that the condition Post ~ B~ for i E [1,It] is equivalent o Post fq l~'e 
B~ for i ~ [1, n] under the assumption that t- {/~'e} P {Post} holds. The idea underly- 
ing this definition is to require that every atom in Post fl Pre has a successful ground 
derivation. In fact, for any such atom there exists a ground derivation which is finite, 
because the poset is well-founded, and successful, because the last selected atom uni- 
fies with some clause head. Therefore, a well-supported postcondition is a subset of 
the interesting fragment of  the least Herbrand model, i.e. well-supportedness com- 
bined with the proof  relation I-- is a proof  method for partial correctness. 
Theorem 3.12. Let  P be a program such that ~ {Prc} P {Post}. Then 
Post f'l Pre = sp(P, Pre) i f i  Post is wel l -supported (w.r.t. P and t~'e). 
Proof .  (only-if) We consider natural numbers with the usual ordering relation < as 
the well-founded poset. Let [ I : Br --~ N be the function: 
min{i:A E TeTi} i fA~M~Ml~'e  
]AI = 0 otherwise. 
I I is well-defined since Mfi = T, T to. By hypothesis, Post f3 t~'e :-: sp(P.  Pre), and 
then, by Theorem 3.10, Post n t~'e = M~ f3 t~'e = Tp T to ¢1 t~'e. To show the conclu- 
sion, we prove by induction on i >i 0 that for every A ~ Te T i f l  Pre there exists 
A .-- B . . . . . . .  B,, E groundt.(P) such that: 
W E [ l ,n l :Post  ~ B, A IAt > iB,1. 
The base case is trivial, since Tp $ 0 = q). Let  A be in Te T i ,~ P,.'e. I f  A E Tp r ( i -  l) 
then the conclusion follows from the inductive hypothesis. On the contrary, let A be 
in Te l i \ l " i , l "  ( i -  l ) fqPre.  By definition of Tp, there exists A ~--Bi . . . . .  B, in 
groundL(P) such that 
r .  r ( i -  l) ~ B , , . . . ,B , , .  ( l )  
We nt.w observe that, by Theorem 3.9, 
Post ~_ M~ f3 Pre ~ Tt, T ( i - 1)t"1 h'e. 
Since t- { / ' re} P (Post} hold, by a simple induction on n, this and (1)  imply 
Post ~ B I , . . . ,B , , .  
In addition, .4 E Te T i \ Tp T ( i - 1) implies that for k E [l, n] 
1AI = i > i -  I >/IB~t. 
(if) We only show that Post f3 t~'e c M~, as the converse inclusion follows directly 
from Theorem 3.9. Consider A ~ Post fq t~'e and a maximal tree T such that: 
• A is the root: 
• i f  B is a node such that B ~ Postf3 Fg'e and Bt . . . . .  B,, are its children then 
B .-- Bi . . . . .  B,, E grotmdt.(P) and 
sl  
eos, ~ B , , . . . ,B , ,  ^ IBt > m~xlB,!. 
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Since W is well- founded, there is no infinite branch: by the K fn ig  lemma, the tree is 
finite. Sincc !- {f~e} P {Post} and A c / ' re ,  it is readily checked by induction that ev- 
ery atom in T is in Post N Pre. I f  a leaf B is not  a ground instance o f  a fact in P, then, 
by hypothesis,  there exists B ~-- BI, . . . .  B,, in groundL(P) such that Post ~ B~,.. .  ,B, 
and [B[ > max~_~ ]Bi[, thus T is not maximal.  In conclusion, T is a p roo f  tree for A 
(see [22]), which implies A E Mfi. [] 
As a final observation, we point out that when t-{P}'e} P {Post} holds, then 
sp(P, Pre) is wel l -supported. In fact, by Theorem 3.10 ~ {Pre} P{sp(P ,  Pre)} 
holds, and sp(P, Pre)f'l Pie = sp(P, Pre). Thus, we are in the hypothesis o f  Theo- 
rem 3.12, 
3. 4.1. Proof  outlines 
Proving weak partial  correctness i handy,  as the task can be carried out using the 
proo f  outlines. In contrast,  Definit ion 3.7 may seem intricate and difficult to handle. 
Fortunate ly ,  it has a stra ightforward interpretat ion in terms o f  p roo f  outlines. 
Definition 3.8. A proo f  outl ine for a clause A ~-- AI, . . .  ,A,,, a function [ t : BL --~ W 










where ti for i ~ [0, n] and f ,  g, for i E [1, n] are, respectively, expressions over W and 
assertions (iv, sotne formal logic), such that every ground instance of  the fol lowing 
proof  obligations holds: 
(i) for i E [0,n]: g ~ t~ = IA~ l, 
(ii) fo r iE  [l,n]: g A f =} Ai E Post, 
(iii) for i ~ [I, n]: g ::> j ;  A to > t~. 
The assertion g expresses a relation among the variables o f  the clause in ~.qch a 
way that for every ground instance of  tee proo f  outl ine if the instance o fg  holas then 
Ai ~ Post A [A0[ > jAil. The use o f  the auxikary asser t ions f ' s  is no ~. strictly necessary, 
albeit useful in construct ing proo f  outlines. 
Next,  in order  to prove that Post is wel l -supported w.r.t. P and F,~ we have to 
show that there exist p roo f  outl ines for ( instances of) clauses from P and a function 
[ ] : BL --~ W such that every a tom A in Post N/:'re is a ground instance of  some head 
atom in a proo f  outl ine and the assertion associated with the head holds. 
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3.4.2. Example: lexicographie ordering 
As an example ,  cons ider  the fo l low ing  program LEXORD, spec i fy ing  a lexico- 
g raph ic  o rder ing  re lat ion over  pai rs  o f  natura l  numbers .  
(II) ~<( ix, Y].[X. Y] ). 
(/2) .<_ ( ix. Y]. is(u), v] ) -- 
.< (ix. Yi . [u.  Y], 
{/3) <~( ix. Y], ix. s(v)] )-- 
<~( [X. Y].[X. V] ]. 
For  notat iona l  conven ience ,  v~c shal l  ident i fy  the natura l  number  a wi th  the te rm 
s"(0) .  It is read i ly  checked  that  ~ {/~-e} LEXORD {Post} holds,  where  
~'e  = { <~ ( is. y]. [,,. ,']) [ .,-. ,'. ,,. ~" ~ ,V } }. 
Po.,., : { ~ ~[x..,.]. [,,.,.]) 1.,- . , ' . , , . , 'c X.  (x. y) <. , . ( , , .  ,.) }. 
vehere ~ j.., is tl'te lex icograph ic  o rder ing  re lat ion.  We observe  that  one  wou ld  have  
expected  c lauses ( /2.13) to be more  general .  In fact. a natura l  vers ion o f  the program 
is the tbllov, i,~g: 
(I1) ~+( iX. Y].[X. 7] ). 
( /4 )  <~ ( [x. Y]. I s (u ) .  v] ) - -  
<~ ( ix. YI, [m z] ). 
(15) ~( [X.Y].[U.s(V)] )-- 
~( [X. Y].[U, V] ). 
A l though (/2. /3) are ins tances  o f  (/4, /5), we are stil l in the pos i t ion  to show that  
LEXORD is paJ't ial Iy correct  w.r.t, the spec i f icat ion ( /~'e. /~st) .  by means  o f  Theorem 
3.12. We lix IV ,---- (N x N, <~ t,,~), and  def ine i ] as l \) l lows: 
I~  ([x..v]. [-. r])l = (*, - x .v - -y ) ,  
where  di f ference over  natura l  numbers  is in terpreted  as a total  funct ion ,  by let t ing for 
a. b .=_ N. a - h ~-- 0 i f  a < h. The  proo f  out l ines  for we l i - suppor tedness  fo l low. 
(p l) { , \ .  ) c X } 
~<([x .  Y]. i x , ,  i ) .  { (o.o)  }. 
(p2) { A', Y. U,  l" <3_ N A.V < s (U)}  
.<.~ [x. z]. [~(ul. v ] ) - -  
~<{ ix, Yt. [u. Y] ). 
{ (X. Y) ~ t,, ,(U. Y) } 
{ (u -x+l . i -  v) } 
{ (v -x .o )  }. 
(p3) {X, Y. I: C N A Y < s (V)}  
~<( iX, Y],[X, s(V)] ),-- { (O,U-- Y+ 1) } 
(ix, Y], ix. v]). { (o, v - y) }. 
{ (x ,  Y) <~ +,,(x, v) } 
Since the decreas ing  o f  t I is obv ious ,  we need only  to show that  every a tom in 
Pre ,q Post is an  ins tance  o f  some head,  and  that  the assoc ia ted  assert ion  holds.  Let 
.<. ([x..v]. [u. v]) in Pre ~-t Post. Then (x,y)  ~< h,,(u, v). 
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By definition of  ~<t .... we have that (x . , j~<h, , (~,r)  iff (x=u my-----v) v 
(x < u) v (x = u A v < t:). Pr,,~of outl ines (pl) .  (,o2) and (p3) cover respectively 
(x = u A y = t'), (x < u) and (x =-- u A 3' < v). Summariz ing,  Post is wel l -supported, 
and, then, part ial  correctness follows from Theorems 3.12 ar, d 3.! !, i.e. Post = 
Post ~q/:~'e sp(LEXORD,/~'e) t. = = h/l~×,~ D fq P~'e. 
3.5. Correct and computed #tstances 
So far, we stressed the fact that postcondlt ions describe correct and computed 
instances of  the intended queries, as formal ly stated by Corol lary 3.1 (ii). How- 
ever, under certain rather general assumptions,  the proposed proo f  method can 
be also employed to achieve a full character izat ion o f  correct and computed in- 
stances of  queries, in this section, we present two methods,  applicable in dilti~rent 
situations. 
Given a set of  , , toms/ ,  we define Min(1) = {.4 ~_ I t -,~B ~ /: B < A}, where < is 
the instantiat ion ordering. We write B ~ A iff .4 is an instance of  B: and B < ,~! iff 
B<~A and not A <~ B. i.e. ifA is an instance of  B which is not a variant o f  B. We recall 
that Zt is the set o f  function symbols o f  the underlying language L. 
Theorem 3.13. Assto,e that ~ {/~'e} P {Post} a ,d  ~- {/~'e} Q {~x~t} hohl ,rith Post 
well-supported, alui w_/. contai,s htfi.~.iteO ' mato" symbols. Calling ~ = 
{QO ] Post ~ QO}. we have that: 
(i) d is the set o f  correct #tst,,,ces o]'Q w.r.t. P, a ,d  
(ii) each o f  the./bllowh~g cottdittotr.¢ i.~ st(l~ciettt o stute that d is the set ¢?/cot,ptited 
instance of  P and Q: 
(a) M in (3)  = 3, 
(b) z) is a set t~'groturd qtleries. 
(c) d is a.linite set. 
Proof. (i) Since Post is wel l-supported, Post ~ QO iff sp(P.I~'e) ~ QO iff 
M~ ~'q I~'e ~ QO. I f  P ~ QO then Mfi fq ~'e ~ QO, and by the equivalences above. 
QO E ".~. Or, the other hand, if Post ~ QO then Mfi ~ QO. Since St. is infinite. 
M~ ~ Q07, where 7 maps every variable of  QO into a distinct ground term with 
functor not appear ing in P or QO. Mfi ~ QO'; implies P ~ Q07. and by the 
Theorem on Constants  (see Ref. [52]), P t~ = QO. 
(liRa) Let ~' be the set o f  computed instances of  P and Q. By Theorem 3.10i) 
~' C_ ~. Conversely. consider Q' E ~. By (i) P ~ Q'. Therefore. by completeness of  
LD-resolut ion ther~ exists Q"E  ~' more general than Q'. As pointed out above 
Q" E ~. This and tile hypothesis M in(~)  = ~d imply that Q' is a var iant o f  6)". As 
~' is closed under the variant-relat ion, we conclude O' E ~'. and then ~' = z~. 
(ii)(b) We observe that the hypothesis (ii)(a) holds. Consider Q' and Q" in :) such 
that Q' <~ Q". Since ~; is a set of  ground queries, Q' and Q" are ground and then 
Q' <~ Q" implies Q' = Q". Therefore, for no (._Y, Q" E ~ we have Q' < Q". and then 
Min(~)  = ~. 
(ii)(c) Let us show by contraposit ive that (ii)(c) =~ (ii)(b). If O' ~_ ~ is not ground 
then Post ~ O' implies Post ~ ~ '  for every ground instance Q" of  ~ .  Since Z't is 
infinite, there are infinitely many ground instances of  Q', and then z~ is infinite. [] 
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In par t i cu lan  for a tomic  quer ies Q, hypothes is  (ii)(b) can be rewritten as 4~ c_ Post. 
As an example,  cons ider  the program EV~,N 
even(O)  . 
even( s( s(X))) <-- even(X). 
(def ined on a language with --v'L infinite) and the query even(X)  with ~'e  : BL, and 
Post = {even(s -~(O))  [ k /> 0}. It is easy to show that t-- {/~-e} EVEN {Post} holds, 
and that Post is wel l -supported.  Also,  we have that 4 )= {even(T)  I Post 
even(T)  } co inc ides with Post, and then it is a set o f  g round queries. By Theorem 
3.13 (ii)(b), we have that  z) is the set o f  computed  instances o f  EVEN and even(X) .  
Recent ly .  Apt  e: al. [9] in t roduced a method for character iz ing the computed  in- 
stances o f  quer ies on the basis of  the declarat ive semant ics.  The method is developed 
with reference to the not ion o f  part ia l  correctness presented in this paper.  The key 
not ion is that o f  (t~'e. Pos t ) - redundancy- f ree  programs.  Rough ly .  such programs 
have the property  o f  del iver ing non- redundant  computed  instances o f  the intended 
queries. 
The next result, a sl ight improvement  over [9]. shows a sufficient cond i t ion  that 
al lows us to retrieve the computed  instances o f  the intended quer ies f rom Post, 
Theorem 3. ! 4. A ssume that F- { l~'e } P { Post } and  F- { l~'e } Q {Post } hoht  with Post  well- 
stq~ported, and  St. conta ins h![initel.r n lanr  srnlbols.  I f  the Jb l low ing  cond i thms hoht: 
SEI~II. l f  H ,-- Bt . . . . .  B,, and  H ~-- Cj . . . . .  C~ are groumi  instances t~]'two d(ff~.,rcnt 
chtttses hi P then: 
Post N t~'e ~ H A Bt . . . . .  B ,  A Cf . . . . .  Ct . 
SEM2.  U'H ~- Bi . . . . .  B,, tl/ld H - -  Ci . . . . .  C,  ~/rt" dist#u't  gro ioui  h~stances o f  the 
S¢ll~lC CklltSe ill P /hell: 
Post f-) Pre ~k H A B, . . . . .  B ,  A Cl . . . . .  C,,. 
then the set o J ' computed  instances o [ 'P  and  Q is Min{Q0 I Post ~ Qo}.  
Proof.  By Theorem 3.9, Mfi 0 l~'e C Post N l~'e. Therefore  Post N t~'e ~: 
H A B! . . . . .  B,, A CI . . . . .  Ck impl ies 
Mt~; N Pre ~ H A BI . . . . .  B,, ACt  . . . . .  Ck. 
Therefore  SEMI  and SEM2 imply,  respectively, the two cond i t ions  .'tssumed in 
Theorem 7.4 of  Ref. [9] to prove that P is (Pre, Post ) - redundant - f ree .  Coro l la ry  7.2 
(iii) f rom Ref. [9] states that under  the hypothes is  that L'L conta ins  inf initely many 
symbols ,  and P is (Pre. Pos t ) - redundant - f ree .  the set o f  computed  instances o f  P 
and Q is Min{QOIAt  ~ fq l~'e ~ QO}. Our  conc lus ion fol lows by cons ider ing that 
M[; fq Pre ~ Q0 iff Post f3 t~'e ~ QO, since Post is wel l -supported (see Theorems 3.12 
and  3. t0), and PostNPre  ~ QO iff Post ~ QO, since I- {Pte} Q {Post}ho lds .  [] 
In certain s i tuat ions the cond i t ions  of  Theorem 3.14 can be ensured ['y means  o f  
syntact ic  restrict ions. Naracly .  cond i t ion  SEM 1 is obv ious ly  impl ied by condit ion:  
SYNI .  i f  Hi ~-- BI. • • •,/i,, and H_, ~-- Ci . . . . .  Ck are var iab le  dis jo int  var iants o f  
different c lauses in P. then Hi and H_, do not unify,  
and cond i t ion  SEM2 is automat ica l ly  satisi ied when: 
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SYN2.  I f  H *-- Bi . . . . .  B,, E P, then Var (B l , . . . .  B,,) C Var (H)  
where Var (X)  is the set o f  logic var iables appear ing  in A'. As  an example,  the 
program EVE~I satisfies both  SYNI  and  SYN2.  We refer th," reader  to [9] for  
several examples  and a compar i son  o f  the approach  with others  related to 
Y/'-semantics. 
3.6. ~2,ak total correctness 
While proo f  relat ion ~- al lows us to reason on (weak)  part ia l  correctness,  the 
add i t iona l  p roo f  ob l igat ions  o f  re lat ion ~-, are  intended to address  universal  ter- 
minat ion  via the lef tmost  selection rule, and  then (weak)  total  correctness.  On  
the other  hand.  the approach  o f  restr ict ing at tent ion  to the a toms in precondi -  
t ions may t:acilitate the terminat ion  proofs,  as will be po inted out  in the related 
work  section. 
Our  commitment  to the study o f  the lef tmost  selection rule is made apparent  in 
the left - to-r ight p ropagat ion  o f  assumpt ions  in proo f  ob l igat ions o f  Def in i t ion 3.2. 
However ,  it should be observed that  no assumpt ion  is made on the search strategy.  
These remarks  are formal ized by the fo l lowing results on pers istency o f  I-, and  ter- 
minat ion .  
Theorem 3.15 (Pers istency and terminat ion) .  Assume that F-t {/~'e} P {Post} and 
I--, {P~'e} Q {Post} hold by the same level mapping. Then for every LD-resoh'ent O' o f  P 
and Q, 
i--, {Pre} Q' {Post} holds by the same let'el mapo~,tg. 
i$1ot't'o~:er, et'er)" LD-tree o f  P ttnld Q is [inite. 
Proof.  The fact that  1--, {Pi-e} Q' {Post} holds i sshown in Append ix  A. Lemma A. i (iii). 
Moreover ,  by Lemma m. 1 (ii) there cannot  be an infinite branch  in a LD- t ree  for P and  
Q. Since LD-trec~ are finitely branch ing,  by K6n ig ' s  Lemma,  they a~e finite. [] 
An immediate  consequence o f  this result and  Theorem 3.9 is the weak total  cor-  
rectness theorem.  
Theorem 3.16 (Weak  total  correctness) ,  i ]  ~-, {P~'e} P {Post} tsohls then P is weak 
totaH)' correct n'. r.t. the specification. (l~'e. Post). 
As an example ,  since I-, {/~'epReo~DER} P I :~0RDER {PostvREoswR } holds, then PRE-  
ORDER is weak  total ly  correct  w.r.t .  (t%'evRE,gaDER, PostpREORD~r~). In addi t ion,  for every 
term T whose ground instances are in Tree( x. [I), the LD- t ree  o f  PREORDER and 
preorder (T ,  L) is finite. 
3. Z Total  correctness 
First,  we state the ana logous  o f  Theorem 3.10 for relat ion t--,. This  fact a l lows us 
to use the results o f  Section 3.4, in a simplif ied form, as tools for prov ing  total  cor-  
rectness. 
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Theorem 3.17. 
~-, {Pre} P {Post} 
~-, {m-e} P {Me L nPre}  " 
The proof  is analogous to that of  Theorem 3.10. An immediate consequence of  The- 
orem 3.7 is that t--t {Pre} P {Post} implies the total correctness of  P w.r.t, the spec- 
ification (m-e, sp(P. re.e)). 
Theorem 3.18 (Total correctness) . / f t - ,  {m-e} P {Post} hoMs, then P is totally correct 
w.r.t, the .v~ec(fication. (Pre, sp(P, PreD. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.17, ~, {m-e} P {sp(P, re.e) } holds, since sp(P, re.e) = M~ fq Pre. 
From this and Theorem 3.16, we have that P is weak totally correct w.r.t. 
(m-e, sp(P,/~'e)). Again by the relation sp(P. m-e) = Mp L n m-e, we conclude that P is 
totally correct w.r.t. (P~'e.sp(P,t~'e)). [] 
In addit ion to total correctness, we show a form of  completeness of  the termina- 
tion proof  method associated with relation I--,. First. we adapt the notion of  termi- 
nating programs used in the literature (see e.g. Ref. [13]), by taking into account 
preconditions. 
Definition 3.9. For  a program P and a set Pre c b't., we say that P is Pre-terminating 
iff for every .4 E Pre the LD-tree for P and A is finite. 
F rom the next Theorem, we have that. if t-- {m-e} P {Post} holds then P is Pre- 
terminating iff~, {/~'e} P {sp(P. re.e)} holds. In other words, the relation ~-t is a com- 
plete termination proof  method, restricted to the triples in I--. 
Theorem 3.19 (Terminat ion completeness~. IJ' F-, {m-e} P {Post} hoM~" then P is 
Pre-termhuttb~g. Concersely, ~ {/~'e} P {Post} and P Pre-termhmting imply 
I--, { Pre } P {sp(P. re.e) }. 
Proof. The (/:part follows from Theorem 3.17, whereas the onl.ril-part is reported in 
Appendix A as Theorem A.I (i). 
3. 7.1. Well-supported blterpretations 
The notion of  well-supported interpretation becomes impler when considering re- 
lation ~,. In the particular case that Post c_ re'e, it boils down to the well-known no- 
tion of  supported interpretation (see e.g. Ref. [7]). As the next Theorem shows, the 
proof  obligations on the level mapping used to prove I--, {m-e} P {Post} implicitly 
satisfy part of  the requirements of  Definition 3.7. As a consequence, we obtain a sim- 
pler proof  method. 
Theorem 3,20. Assume that ~, {Pre} P {Post} hoMs. Then theJbllon'ing statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) Post i% Fro = sp( P. Pre). 
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(ii) Te(Post) D_ Post N l%'e, 
(iii) Post is well-supported {,'. "~ t. P and Pre.) 
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Proof .  (i) --~ ( i i )and  (iii) --~ (i) fol low f rom Theorem 3.12. Let us prove (ii) ---, (iii). We 
show that Post is a wel l -supported interpretat ion by cons ider ing the level mapp ing  ] [ 
used to prove b-t {Pve} P {Post}. Cons ider  A E Post A l%-e. As Tp(Post) if2 Post N ,Ore, 
there exists a c lause A ~--B~ . . . . .  B,, E groundL(P) such that Post ~ Bt . . . . .  13,. 
Moreover ,  since ~-, {Pre} P {Post}, we have that for every i E [I.n] [A[ > [&[. 
Therefore  Post is a wel l -supported interpretat ion w.r.t. P and Pre. [] 
Proof  out l ines for wel l -supportedness  in the case o f  total correctness are s impler  
than those in the case o f  part ial  correctness, la  practice, p roo f  out l ines are now ob-  
ta ined f rom Def in i t ion 3.8 s imply  b5 not cons ider ing the express ions t~ for i E [O,n] 
and the related proo f  obl igat ions.  
3. 7.2. Example: preorder tree ,..zwersai 
As an example ,  we report the proo f  out l ines lbr  PREORDER, omi t t ing  those for 
APPEND. 
{ t,',,e } 
preorder(nil, [ ] ). 
{ trltc } 
preorder(leaf(X), IX] ). 
{ tree(X. Left, R ight )C  D'ee(x,[t) A 
Ls = [XlAs]. Bs is a prec,rder traversal  o f  it AlAs t = []Le/?l[ } 
preorder(tree(X, Left. Right ) ,Ls )  ~- 
preorder(Left, As).  
{ L<ft E D'ee(:z. [1) A As is a preorder  traversal  o f  it 
preorder(Right. Bs). 
Riyht E ~'ee( x, /'/) A Bs is a preorder  traversal  o f  it } 
append( [X lAs  I. Bs .  Ls ) .  
• ~ [x l ,4s ] ,  ss  E aLi . , . t  A L,, = [xl,4d • m.  
The proo f  ob l igat ions  o f  the last p roo f  out l ine are fulf i l led by not ing  that the 
preorder  traversal  o f  Left coincides with the subtist o f  Ls tYom posit ion 2 to posit ion 
[[Le[?[[ + 1, i.e. with As, and s imi lar ly  for Right and Bs. We now check that every 
preorder -a tom in POStpREOnOER n l~'ePR~.oaDEa is an instance o f  the head o f  some 
clause for which the assert ion associated with the c lause holds. Assume that 
p reorder ( t ,  Is-) is in PostpREORD~a N PrepREORDER. Then:  
• either t is n i l  and Is is [ ]. Th is  case is covered by the first p roo f  outl ine; 
• or t is lea f (x )  for some x and Is is Ix]. Th is  case is covered by the second proo f  
outl ine; 
• or t is t ree(x ,  left. right) and is is [x[ as ] • bs where as is a preorder  traversal  o f  
&:ft and bs is a a preorder  traversal  o f  right. In part icular ,  [as[ do coincide with 
[[left[[, and  then this case is covered by the third proo f  outl ine. 
In conclus ion,  PR~.0RDER is total ly correct w.r.t, the specif icat ion 
(~°ePREORDER, PoStpREORDER [7 /~'epREORDER) 
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and since PostpaEORDEa f3 PrepRFC, RDER -- PostpR~.Or~D~.r,, w.r.t, the spec'.'fication 
(/~'epREORDER, POStPREORDER )- 
3. 8. Weakest  ( l ibera l )  p recond i t ions  
In contrast to the case o f  the strongest postcondit ions,  we were unable to provide 
a s imple direct character izat ion o f  the weakest ( l iberal) precondit ious.  However,  in 
[49] we prese~-a theory of  the weakest ( l iberal) precondit ions for logic program-  
ming,  with the a im of  descr ib ing wip(P ,  Pos t )and  wp(P ,  Post )as  f ixpoints of  the fol- 
lowing operator  '~:)p.~,.~,, which is defined on the lattice o f  Herbrand  interpretat ions:  
I")p.t~,.,.,(l) = {,4 C Bt  I VA ~--B1 . . . .  , B,  C g~'oundt(P):  
Vi G [1, n]:Post ~ Bi . . . . .  B,--1 ~ I ~ B, 
A Post ~ B I . . . . .  B,, =~ Post ~ A }. 
The main  interest in 0p.t~,, is due to the fol lowing character izat ion of  the weakest 
( l iberal) precondi t ion as the upward (resp.. downward)  ord inal  closure o f  OR.p,,,,. 
We refer the reader to Ref. [49] for a proof  o f  the Theorem.  and addi t ional  propert ies 
o f  O t..e,,,. 
Theorem 3.21. For  a program P and  Post C Bt., the , ,mot ion  Op.t~,.,, is monoton ic  and  
downward  cont imtous  ot'er the kt t t ice  (2/~t . C_ ). :l~loreoeer: 
(i) I-- {P,'e} P {Post} (ff'l~'e C_ Ot, t,,,,,(Fq'e). 
(ii) wip(P ,  Post) ----g.fp(Oz,.m.,,) =- Oe.F,,, [ ~,~. 
(iii} wp(P. Post) = Ot,.p,,., [ ¢,~. 
4. Applications 
in this section, we show how the proof  method is o f  pract ical  use for real appl i -  
cations. First, by appropr iate ly  def ining Pre and Post for ar i thmet ic  bui lt - in's,  the 
proo f  method can be used to show the absence o f  run-t ime errors due to the selection 
o f  i l l -typed ar i thmet ic  atoms.  Second. we introduce a relation semi -  F-. which, al- 
though equivalent  to ~-,, is more suitable for proving correctness in a modu lar  
way. Also, we provide a sufficient condit ion,  in "he form of  restrictions to the admis-  
sible Pre and Post, which ensures the safe omi' ,s ion o f  the occur-check in the unifica- 
t ion a lgor i thm. F inal ly ,  we briefly overview some appl icat ions o f  the proof  method 
to the verif ication o f  meta-programs,  and some results on semantics decidabi l i ty.  
4.1. Ar i thmet ic  bui l t - in 's  
A program with ar i thmet ic  is a logic program in which the predicates: 
<, -.. . . . . .  . - - /= ,  i s .  >=-. > 
can appear  only in clause bodies.These predicates are defined for part icular  terms. 
cal led ground ar i thmet ic  expressions (in short, gap's.) Formal ly .  the set Gap of  gap's 
is obta ined by removing from the Herbrand  universe on the s ignature 
.S.4, = {0, 1, 2 . . .  +2  ._,. /-" mod2}, 
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all the terms conta in ing  a div is ion by zero. We denote  by Gaec  the set o f  numera ls  
{ O, -I, - ! ,  2, ~2 . . .} .  For  a gae n, va lue(n)  is the integer  denoted  by n. Ac- 
cord ing  to Ref.  [54], we extend LID-resolut ion assuming  that  a program with ar i th-  
metic in wh ich  > appear ,  impl ic i t ly  conta ins  the set o f  unit  c lauses whose  heads  
are: 
Post> = {n > m I n ,m E Gae A cahte(n)  > ra tue(m)}  
(and ana logous ly  for <,  < --=, = / = ,  > = .) I f  is appears  in the program,  we cons ider  
the set: 
Posti~ = { va lue(m)  ±s  m [ m E Gae }. 
Cons ider  now a LD-der ivat ion  for a program with ar i thmet ic  and  a query  such that  
the a tom n > m is selected. I f  n, m are gae's  thep,  accord ing  to the impl ic i t  c lauses, the 
LD-der ivat ion  fails if z~alue(n) is lower dr equal  than  ra lue(m) .  I f  the value o f  n is 
greater  than  that  o f  m, the resolvent  is the rest o f  the goal.  
Accord ing  to Ref. [54], we st ipu late  that  a LD-der ivat ion  for  a program with ar- 
i thmet ic  and  a query  ends  in an er ror  i f  an a tom n > m is selected and  n, m are not  
gae's. Th is  is the procedura l  semant ics  o f  > in Prolog.  A s imi lar  operat iona l  seman-  
tics is given for <,  < - - ,  = /=,  > =,  whereas  for is ouly the second argument  is re- 
qu i red to be a gae. 
Unfor tunate ly ,  as d iscussed by Apt  [8], it is not  possib le to reason in a dec larat ive  
way on run- t ime ar i thmet ic  errors  wi th in  the logic p rogramming theory.  In part icu-  
lar, the L i f t ing Lemma does not  hold for p rograms with ar i thmet ic .  Cons ider  now 
the program PART 
part(X, [YlXs]. [YII~s]. Bs ) ~- X > Y. par t (X ,  Xs, Ls ,Bs ) .  
par t (X .  [YlXsl. Ls. [~-iBs] ) , -  X~ Y, par t (X ,  Xs. Ls ,  Bs)  
par t (x ,  [ l .  [ l .  [1 )- 
for par t i t ion ing  a list o fgae 's ,  and  suppose that  ~ {Pre} PART {Post}  holds  for some 
Pre,/~,st. By Coro l la ry  3.1 (i), for every selected a tom A,  we have that  ~ 'e  ~ A. Th is  
suggests  us a s imple cond i t ion  to prevent  the select ion o f  i l l - typed ar i thmet ic  a toms,  
cons is t ing  o f  impos ing  that  i f /~'e ~ .4 holds for an ar i thmet ic  a tom A then A is cor-  
rectly typed.  For  instance,  i f  n > m is selected and  P~'e co inc ides on >-atoms with the 
set 
t~'e> = { n > m I n ,m E Gae }, 
then P~-e ~ n > m impl ies that  n ,m are gae's,  t inder the weak hypothes is  that  there 
exists at least one symbol  r in 2-'L that  does not  be long to Z'~r. !n  fact, we not ice that  n 
> m is g round,  otherwise by ins tant ia t ing  the var iab les  o f  n, m with a ground term 
conta in ing  f we get two terms that are not  gae's.  Since ntt > m is g round,  we have 
that  n>m ~/~'e  and then n, m are gae's. 
We reason ana logons ly  for  the o ther  a r i thmet ic  a toms,  except for ± s,  for which:  
l~'ei,.; = { t i s  m [ m 6 Gae }. 
Cons ider ing  aga in  PART, we def ine the pre- and  postcond i t ioa  s fol lows: 
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P}'epART = ~t~'e> U Pre< U { part(x, xs. l.s', bs) I 
x E Gae A xs E L ist (Gae)},  
PO.S'IPAaT = Post> U Post ~ U { part(x..rs, is. bs) i 
x E Gee Axs.  ls, bsC  List(Gae) A ls < x >l bs}. 
By ls < x ~> bs we mean that  every e lement  in the list Is (resp., hs) is smal ler  (resp., 
greater  or  equal )  than  x. It is readi ly  checked that  I- {/~'ePar~T} PART {PostpaRr}. 
There fore ,  when an ar i thmet ic  a tom n > m is selected in a LD-der ivat ion  for  PART 
and  a query  Q such that  I-- {/°i,'e~,M~.r } Q {PostpART}, we have  that  
Pre-. ~ n > m. (2) 
As discussed,  this impl ies that  , .  m are gae's and  a for t ior i  that  the LD-der ivat ion  
does  not  end in an error .  We genera l ize  this reason ing  by means  o f  the fo l lowing def- 
in i t ion.  
Def in i t ion 4.1. Let P be a program with ar i thmet ic ,  and  L such that  St_ \ So.  ~ ~}. We 
write t-- {Pre} P {Posi}i f f  k- {Pre} P {Post} ho lds  for P as a logic p rogram,  and  for  
every a r i thmet ic  pred icate  op  appear ing  in P, the sets o f  op -a toms in Pre and in Post 
co inc ide  wi th  P~'eop and  Postop, respect ively.  
Under  the hypothes is  o f  Def in i t ion  3.2. we can show absence o f  run- t ime errors.  
ILemma 4.1. Assume that ~- {/~'.,} P {Post} and k- {~'e} Q {Post} hoh l Jo r  a program 
with ar i thmet ic  P and a querr  O. Then ,o  LD-~h, riratiott ./or P and Q emls i ,  an error. 
Since LD- t rees  o f  p rograms with a r i thmet ic  are still f initely b ranch ing ,  by the 
Lemma above  we can extend the l in ing  lemma and the s t rong completeness  theorem 
for  LD- reso lu t ion  to programs with a r i thmet ic  P such that  I-- {~'e} P {Pox't} holds.  
As a consequence ,  the proo f  theory  o f  Sect ion 3 and  the re lated results can be gen- 
eral ized to programs with ar i thmet ic .  
4.2. Mo&tht r  reri.,ficatio, 
The def in i t ion  o f  re lat ion ~, has  a ma jor  d rawback ,  due to the lack o f  expressive-  
ness o f  level mapp ings  in modu lar  correctness  proofs .  We in t roduce  the prob lem 
with an example .  Cons ider  the program SUBL IST .  
sub l i s t (A :~ ' .  Y~-) ~-- A:~ is a subl ist o f  )k'. 
sub l i s t (Xs ,  Ys] 
append(_, Zs, Ys), 
append(Xs.  _. Zs). 
augmented  by the APPEND program.  
A level mapp ing  such ghat 
lappend(xs ,  rs, -x)l = [--',~'] 
is a natura l  cand idate  to show k-, { -exp~E..&~} APPEND {l~,~stApp~rD} where 
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Ana logous ly .  when cons ider ing the specif icat ion for SUBLZST: 
P;'e.~uBr,IST = { sub l i s t ( _ , ' s ,  3w) t)~ ~ GLis t  } U l~'e'~p.~mD 
POStsuBr~XST : { sublist(.~:~', y~) ] .x-~" subl ist o f  ~s E GList } U PostApp~D 
an intuit ively correct level mapp ing  is such that I sub i i  s t (xs ,  .~x)] -- b~[. However ,  
the proo f  ob l igat ions  o f  Def in i t ion 3.2 require that 
I sub l i s t ( . r s ' ,  3-x)[ >]  append(_..7-; .  3w)]----lysl. 
Therefore.  to show ~-, {P"esL, BL~ST} SUBLIST {PostsuBLrST}, we must  cons ider  a 
somewl~at unnatura!  level mapp ing  such as I sub l i s t (xs .  )w)[ = lys[ + I. Unfor tu -  
nately,  such a phenomena propagates  upward  when cons ider ing programs which  
use SUBL IST ,  g iv ing rise to counter - intu i t ive  l vel mapp ings  and prevent ing modu-  
lar p rogram deve lopment .  
A re lat ion semi -  ~, is in t roduced in Ref. [46] fo l lowing the approach  o f  Ref. [5], 
which addresses the modu lar i ty  p rob lems shown above.  
First,  for two predicate symbo ls  p and  q, we write p --1 q i fp  uses q in its def init ion,  
but  p and  q are not mutua l ly  recursive; we write p _~ q i fp  and  q are mutua l ly  recur- 
sive. ,'el(A) denotes  the predicate symbo l  o f  the a tom ,4. 
Definit ion 4 .L  G iven  a program P and a specif icat ion (t3-e. Post). we write 
semi- t - t  {1%'e ~P {Post} iff there exists a level mapp ing  ] I such that for every 
,4 ~ BI  . . . .  , B .  E groundL(P)  
1. for i ~ [I.n]: 
t%'e ~ A A Post ~ B I . . . . .  Bi_l :e~ 
(a) Pre ~ Bi and 
(b) IA I > IB, I i f , -el(A) ~_ ,'el(B) 
]AI i> [Bil i f  re l (A )~re l (B)  
2. Pre ~ A A Post ~ B i . . . . .  ,~I,,---->~ Post ~ A. 
In contrast  to Def in i t ion 3.2, in l (b) we now dist inguish two cases depend ing  
whether  el(A) and ,-el(B,) are (or not) mutua l ly  recursive predicates. I f  they are mu-  
tual ly  recursive, a strict decreas ing is imposed.  
Cons ider  the SUB:LIST program again.  By def in ing 
]append(xs.  3"s, =s)i----I'-sl 
I sub l i s t ( - r s ,  .~)1 = 13~1. 
we have that semi--F-, {Presu~r.~sT} SUBL IST  {Postsu~L~ST} holds. In fact, :~ince 
sub l i s t  and append are not mutua l ly  recursive, the decreas ing o f  the level map-  
p ing has not Io be strict. 
In [46], it is shown that re lat ions I-, and  semi-- ~-, coincide,  in the fo l lowing sense: 
~, {/~'e} P {Post} holds i f f  se,ni-- ~-t {Pre} P {Post} holds. 
Th is  result a l lows us to extend all o f  the propert ies and  toois (such as proo f  out l ines) 
o f  tr iples in relat ion 1--, to tr iples in semi -5 , .  The wide appl icabi l i ty  o f  re lat ion 
semi -  I--, is suppor ted  by several results on modu lar  p rogram verif ication. We refer 
the reader to [46] for methods  to prove that a tr iple {Pro} t" o P" {Post} is in a rela- 
t,.'on I-, I--, or semi -  ~, start ing f rom proofs  that triples for P and  P' are in the same 
relat ion. 
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4.3. The occm'-check protdem 
Apt  and  Pel legrini  Ref. [6] present a methodo logy  for the safe omiss ion  o f  the oc- 
cur-check in the Mar te l l i -Montanar i  uni f icat ion a lgor i thm.  Most  o f  Pro log inter- 
preters omit  the occur-check for efficiency reasons: unfor tunate ly ,  this means  that  
the correctness o f  LD- reso lu t ion  is lost. However ,  Apt  and Pel legrini  show that 
for many pract ical  p rograms,  the occur-check omiss ion  is safe, by prov id ing  some 
suff icient condi t ions.  First,  we int roduce some basic def init ions.  
Definit ion 4.3, 
® Cons ider  a n-ary  predicate symbo l  p. A mode for p is a funct ion d/, f rom { i . . . . .  n} 
in {+, - -} .  lfdp(i) ='  + '  we call i an input posit ion.  Ifdl,(i ) ='  --' then i is cal led an 
output posi t ion (with respect to dp). We write d r, in the more  suggestive form 
p(d , , (  l ) . . . . .  d,,(n)). 
e An a tom is cal led output-linear i f the fami ly  o f  terms which occur in its output  po- 
s i t ions is l inear,  i.e. no var iab le  occurs twice in the family.  
,, A pair  o f  a toms (A, B) is NSTO (not subject to occur-check)  i f  in every computa -  
t ion o f  the Mar tc l l i -Montanar i  a lgor i thm the occur-check yields false. 
A st, i~icient cond i t ion  o f  Ref. [6] can be integrated with in  the proo f  theory based 
on relat ion t- in order  to show the safe omiss ion  o f  the occur-check a long a LD-der -  
ivat ion. 
Theorem 4.1. Ass, , ,w that t- [P~'e} P {Post} amlF- {Pre} ~,~ {/~,st} hold. Consider a set 
II c IlL o f  predicate symbols uch that 
(i)./or every atom A such that rel(A) C H, i f  l~'e ~ A then ,:ml.v gromul terms appear 
#t the input positions o.f /I. and 
(ii) the hetul o l 'every ckmse ji'om P whose predicate synthol is in H Ls output linear. 
Then ,[br ether), atom A such that rel(A ) E H and selected ht a LD-derit'ation for  P 
and Q, the omission o f  occto'-che:'k itt the Marteili-hdotttatutrl mificution algorithm is 
sa.l~'. 
Proof. See Ref. [47], Theorem 4.9. [] 
4.4. Meta-interpreters 
Meta-c i rcu lar  interpreters have been in t roduced as a fundamenta l  feature o f  ad- 
vanced programming languages.  Since the early studies, many  meta- interpreters  have 
been proposed and proved correct with respect o their intended behavior .  However ,  
the task o f  p rov ing  correctness has been largely per fo rmed us ing ad-hoc  techniques,  
depend ing  case by case on the semant ics,  the part icu lar  meta -program and the range 
of  properties one was interested in verifying. 
in Ref. [48], a general criterion is introduced for reasoning about meta-inter- 
preters. The basic idea is to apply the general purpose verification methods based 
on re lat ions t- and  I--, to the case study o f  the Van i l l a  meta- interpreter ,  and,  
more  general ly,  to generic meta- interpreters ,  by relat ing the pre- and postcondi -  
t ions o f  the object p rogram to those o f  the meta -program.  The main  results o f  
Ref. [48] can be summar ized  as follows: under  certain natura l  assumpt ions ,  all in- 
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teresting verification properties lift up from the object program to Vani l la ,  in- 
cluding 
o (weak) partial correctness, 
• (weak) total correctness. 
• absence of  arithmetic errors, 
• call pattern characterization, 
• correct and computed instances characterization. 
4.5. Semant ics  decidtthility 
The semantics decidability issue has been largely investigated in the literature with 
respect o the. / / -semant ics [15]. In our context, a by-result of  Theorem 3, t5 is that, 
when I--, {P~'e} P {Post} hold then it is decidable for every A E /~e whether 
A ~ . / / (P ) .  
Recently, the decidability of the c6. and Yf-semantics has been iovestigated in Ref. 
[50]. A Prolog implementation of a decision procedure is presented for the class of  
acceptable logic programs, namely programs P such that ~, ~BL} P {Post} holds 
for some Post. Moreover, semantics decidability and program testing are shown to 
be s:congly related, and, in practice~ the proposed decision procedure is the core 
of  a test driver. We generalize those decidability results to programs such that 
~ : { t~'e } P { Post } holds. 
Theorem 4.2. Asstone that F-, {~'e} P {Post} hohis, and coJ,.shler an atom ,4 such that 
t~'e ~ ~4. Tlwn 
(i) it is decidable whether A C eg.(p); 
(ii) it is decidable whether ,4 E .~'(P). 
Proof. See Ref. [47], Theorem 4.13. [] 
5. General logic programs 
General programs and queries are introduced by allowing r,,egated atoms in the 
body of clauses and queries. In this section, we extend the proof theory to reason 
on general programs and queries. Many results cannot be lifted directly, due to soiize 
well-known problems with extending the logic programming theory to handle nega- 
tion. In particular, a major difficulty is the incompleteness of the negation as failure 
rule w.r.t. Clark's completion semantics comp(P)  (see Ref. [41].) We partly solve this 
problem by reasoning on the basis of the I--, relation. This section is structured as fol- 
lows: lirst, we consider negated atoms only in queries, dealing w~th the so called 
LDNF-- resolut ion.  Then we extend the approach to general programs, by providing 
a method for (weak) total correctness. As an application, we also obtain a rather 
general completeness result for LDNF-resolut ion. 
5. !. LDNF- - resoht t ion  
We start by considering negation only in queries. Following Apt [7], we introduce 
LDNF --resolution. 
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Def in i t ion  5.1. 
• A LDNF--dcr ivat ion is a SLDNF-derivation for a program and a general query, 
by using the leftmost selection rule. 
• We write I--, {Pre} Q {Post} for a general query Q iff there exist a level mapping I I 
and k ~ N such that for every ground instance L~ . . . .  , L,, of Q: 
for i ~ [l,n] 
{ ~-e ~ A, A k > IA, I if Li = A,. Post ~ L, . . . . .  L,_t ~ Pre ~ Aj Ak> [A~ t i f L~=~A; .  
* Given a program P and a general query Q. we say P u {Q} does not flounder if 
there is no LDNF--der ivat ion for P and Q in which a non-ground negative literal 
is selected. 
In the following theorem ,he. completeness of negation as failure rule is shown for 
(positive) programs P and ge~lcral queries Q that are in the t-, relation. 
Theorem 5.1. Let P be a program and Q a g, ~eral quet '" such that F-, {Pre} P {Post} 
and ~t {Pre} Q {Post} hold by the same lecel mapping. I.]:. 
e p U {Q} does not flounder, and 
. comp(P) ~ (2' Jot" 01 instance o f  Q, 
then there exists a LDNF--refittation fi~r P and Q with computed instance more 
general than ~.  
Proof .  First, we point out that by Theorem 3.10 I-, {Pre} P {M~,n/~'e} and 
I-t {Pre} Q {Mfi O Pre} hold. Let us prove that if eomp(P) ~ (2' then there exists a 
LDNF-- refutat ion for P a,~d Q' with computed instance Q'. The proof is by 
induction on the number n of iiterals in Q'. 
(Base) If Q' consists of one literal then we distinguish two cases. If Q' = A then by 
the Strong Completeness Theorem of SLD-resolution there exists a LD(NF- )  refu- 
tation for P and A. i f  Q' --= -~A then A is ground since P U {Q'} does not flounder -
otherwise P U {Q} flounders. Since k, {Pre} A {M~ n Pre}, by Theorem 3.15 the LD- 
tree for P and A is finite. Moreover, it is finitely failed. Otherwise, by correctness of 
LDNF--resolut ion comp(P) ~ A: this is in contradiction with the assumption 
comp(P) ~ ~A and the fact that comp(P) is consistent. Thus there exists a 
LDNF- - refutat ion for P and Q'. 
(Step) We distinguish two cases. 
o If Q' = A, Q" then by the Strong C~:,r.lpleteness Theorem of SLD-resolution there 
exists a LD(NF- )  refutation for P and A. Moreover, by Corollary 3(ii) 
M~ n Pre ~ A and then ~-, {/:'re} Q" {M~ N m-e}. The result follows by applying 
the inductive hypothesis on Q". 
• I f  Q' :-:--,A. Q" then A is ground since P U {Q'} does not flounder - otherwise 
P U {Q} flounders. Since I--. {Pre} A {M~ n Pre}. the LD-tree for P and A is finite. 
Moreover. it is finitely failed, i.e. A ,-_ FF~. Otherwise. by correctness of LDNF- -  
resolution comp(P) ~ A: this is in contradiction with the assumption 
comp(P) ~ -~A, Q" and the fact that comp(P) is consistent. Thus Q" is the 
LDNF--resolvent of Q'. Moreover. A E FF~ implies Me L N Pre ~ ~A. which in turn 
implies 1--, {Pre} Q" {M~. n/~'e}. The conclusion follows by applying the inductive 
hypothesis on Q". 
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Since P U {Q} does not f lounder,  we can app ly  the (LDNF- -vers ion  o f  the) L i f t ing 
Lemma to the refutat ion for P and Q'. thus obta in ing  a LDNF- - re fu ta t ion  for P and  
Q with computed  instance more  general  than Q'. [] 
5.2. LDNF-resoht t ion  
5.2.1. Correctness 
The exposi t ion of  the approach  for general  p rograms is organ~.zed as follows: first. 
we extend to general  p rograms the def in i t ions o f  (weak) total correctness,  and o f  re- 
lat ion I-t. Second. we show some correctness propert ies,  inc lud ing persistency, termi-  
nat ion  and  (weak) total correctness. F inal ly ,  we concentrate  on completeness  o f  
SLDNF- reso lu t lon .  by explo i t ing the correctness results. Therefore.  we start by ex- 
tending Def in i t ion 2.2. 
Definit ion 5.2. Cons ider  a general  p rogram P. 
(i) LDNF- reso lu t ion  is SLDNF- reso lu t ion  together with the leftmost selection 
rule. 
(ii) We denote  with M~; the set o fA  E Bt. such that  there exists a LDNF- re fu ta t ion  
for P and  A, and  with FFp L the set of .4  E Bz such that there exists a finitely fai led 
LDNF- t ree  for P and ,4. b-'F~is the set Bt. \ FFJ;. 
(iii) G iven a general  p rogram P and a general  query Q, we say P u {Q} does not 
f lounder  i f  there is no LDNF-der ivat ion  for P and Q where a non-ground negat ive 
l iteral is selected. 
(iv) P is weak totaih" correct w.r.t..+t specific~,+ion (l~'e. Post) iff A4"fi (q Pre C Post 
and t~'e C_ M~ U FF~ +. 
(v) P is totali)" correct w.r.t, a specif icat ion (/~'e. Post) iff M[; fq t~ 'e - -Post  and 
~-~c_ M,~: u ~'~. 
Al though Mfi and/ : ,~-  now are not declarat ive ly  def ined, we will show later that  
for the class o f  p rograms we are interested in they have the expected declarat ive in- 
terpretat ion.  Regard ing  queries, the def in i t ion o f  relat ion t-, remains  the same as 
Def in i t ion 5.1. Re lat ion  I-, is extended to general  p rograms as lbl lows. 
Definit ion 5.3. Let P be a general  p rogram,  and  (l~-e. Post) a specif icat ion. 
We write 1--, {Pre} P ~Postj iff there exists a level mapp ing  I I such that: 
(i) for every .4 ~ L1 . . . . .  L, E groundt.(P): 
!. fo r i c [ l ,n ] :  
t%z, ~ A A Post ~Lt  . . . . .  Li I 
{ ~'e  ~ B, At~4I > B,I i l L ,  =B;  
,~'e ~ B, A IA] > Iael if Li =-~Bi 
2. l~'e ~ A A Post ~ Li . . . . .  L,, ::¢. Post ~ ..I 
(ii) Tp(Post) D_ Post f-1 Pre. 
We say that P is no~l-~ottnderhtg (w.r.t+ Prt') iff for every .4 E/~'e. P U {,4 } does not 
f lounder.  
It is worth  not ing that relat ion k, for general  p rograms is not a conservat ive x- 
tension o f  that  for logic programs.  In general.  ~, {Pre} P {Post} for a logic p rogram 
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P does not necessarily imply that I--, {/:~-c} P {Post} holds for P as a general prog~'a.qa. 
This is due to the addit ional  requirement (ii) o f  Definit ion 5.3 
Tt,( Post ) ~ Post n t~-e. 
However,  we point out that we alreadx met a similar relation: by " lhcorem 3.20. it 
is equivalent tbr logic programs to require that Post is wel l -supported 
w.r.t. P an6 Pre. i.e. that Post n l~'e :: M[; N Pre. Therefore. by Theorem 3.17. if 
F-, {P~w} P {Post} holds for a logic program then 
holds considering P as a ,5~.neral program. In other words, when deal ing with triples 
for general programs,  we are forced to consider the strongest postcontKtions. 
l f cond i t ion  (ii) o f  Definit ion 5.3 is omitted, then we are not able to show the basic 
propert ies o f  correctness, such as the equivalent of  Corol lary 3.1 (ill for general pro- 
grams. Consider,  as an example the program P: 
and the query -,q. Condi t ion (i) holds for P and /~ 'e= Post = {p,q} .  and 
I-, {Pre} ~q {Post}. I lowever.  Post [~ ~q even though -,q is a computed instance 
of  P and --,q. 
In the fol lowing theorem, we extend the propert ies of  persistenc5 and call pattern 
character izat ion to general programs.  As we will see in an example, call pattern char- 
acterization is essential for establishing non-f lounder ing of  general programs.  
Theorem 5.2 (Persistency and call patterns). Assume that k, {~'e} P {Post} ami 
H, {P~'e} Q {Post} hokl hi, the .~'ame 1et'el mapping [ !. Then: 
(i) .]t~" ecer)' LDNF-resoh,ent Q' t ! l ' P  and Q, F, {Pre} _O' {Post} holds by the 
s .m;  I I: 
(i i)./br et, er)" literal A or -1.,I selected in a LDNF-th'r irat ion /or P and Q, t~'e ~ A; 
(iii).[br el'err computed instance ~ o f  P and Q, °ost ~ Q'. 
Proof. (i) See Lenama B2 (iii) reported in Appendix  B. 
(ii) Immediate by (i) and Definit ion 5.1. 
(iii) Let xl . . . . .  x,, be the variables of  Q, and p a fresh predicate symbol  of  arity n. 
We define P}'e' as/~'e U { p(q . . . . .  t,,) f Post ~ Q{xi/t,  ] i E [l,n]} } and Post' as Posto 
p (Uz. × . - -×  UL). With this assumptions,  it is readily checked that D, {Pre'} PO 
{ p(Xt . . . . .  X,,) +--Q } {Post'}. and I-, {/~'e'} Q. p(xt  . . . .  ,x,){/:bst '},  by fixing 
the level o f  t,.ny p(q . . . . .  t,,) to the natural  number  k provided by Definition 5.1. 
By hypothesis,  there exists a LDNF-der ivat ion  for P and Q.p(XI . . . . .  X,,) where 
9(7"! . . . . .  T,,) is selected, with Q{xi/Ti [ i ~_ [!. ,l]} variant o f  Q'. By (ii) and the defini- 
tion of  ,r~'e', we conclude that Post ~ Q{x,/T~ I i E  [l . n] }. and then ~st  ~ Q'. [] 
As a consequence, the Terminat ion Theorem 3.15 extends to general programs.  
Theorem 5.3 (Terminat ion).  Assume that ~-, {m-e} P {Post} and k, {/~-e} O {post} 
hohi b)' the same let:el mtq~ping. Then the LDNF-tree. lor  P and Q is finite. 
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Proof, The proof  is by induction on the rank of  the LDNF-tree.  If the rank is 0, then 
by Lemma B.2 (ii) there cannot be an infinite branch. Since the LDNF- t ree  is finitely 
branching, by K6nig's Lemma, it is tinitc_ If the rank is greater than 0, then by 
inductive hypothesis the rank of  a subsidiary tree used in a LDNF-der ivat ion  is 
lower and then, by inductive hypothesis, finite. Moreover,  by Lenlma B.2 0 i )  there 
cannot be an infinite branch. Since the LDNF- t ree  is finitely branching, by K6nig's 
Lemma, it is finite. [] 
However.  stat ing that every LDNF- t ree  o f  P and Q is finite does not necessari ly 
mean that the Pro log computat ion  for P and Q eventual ly  terminates.  For  the pro- 
g ram N:I:L 
p ,-- ~p.  
and the query p, we have that there exists no LDNF- t ree .  Therefore,  every LDNF ' -  
tree is finite. In contrast ,  the Pro log computat ion  runs forever, by trying to built a 
subs id iary  tree for p, each t ime -,p is selected. Another  difference between LDNF-  
resolut ion and Prolog is ~hat the latter does not check for f lounder ing.  We refer 
the reader to the paper  o f  Apt  and  Doets [3] for a d iscuss ion on the differences be- 
tween LDNF- reso lu t ion  and Prolog. 
Here, we conf ine ourselves to observe that with the assumpt ions  o f  Theorem 5.3, 
te rminat ion  w.r.t, the Proiog computat ion  can be shown.  Th is  fo l lows by observ ing 
that each t ime a subs id iary  tree for --,A is being computed ,  its root is ,4, i.e. it is a pos- 
itive literal. "I'herefore, there is at least one chi ld,  due to the resolut ion of,4 with some 
clause. Therefore,  if  there is a:'," inf inite sequence {,-t,}~ , 0 o f  a toms such that .4,~1 is 
~he root o f  a subs id iary  tree being computed  dur ing  the resolut ion o f  g~ then, by 
Le l ,ma B.2 (ii), [lA~i I1 -<,,, 11.4,11, where II II maps quer ies into bags o f  natura l  num-  
b¢ r~. We conc lude  that the sequence above cannot  be infinite, since bags o f  natura l  
numbers  is a wel l - founded order. 
In part icular ,  I--, {/~'e} NY:L {Post} does not hold for (t~'e, Post) such that p E/'#'e, 
since we would  have to show [p] > IPt- 
Some relevant p~operties o f  rek~tion F, are summar ized  in the fo l lowing lemma.  
Lemma 5. I. Assmne that ~-t { t~'e } P { f'ost } l~okls and P is non-/tomulering. 
jbll:~w#tg statemelpts hold: 
(i) P~'e c_ Mfi u FEe t-, 
( i i )  Mf i  n /~ 'e  : FF/; n m-e. 
(iii) /kl~ n/~'e  c Post, 
(iv) FF¢ i-i Pre c Post'. 
(v) t- t {/~'e} P {Postnt~'e}.  
The 
Proof. (i) For  every A E P~'e, by Theorem 5.3 the LDNF- t ree  for P and  A is finite. 
Since P i~; non- f lounder ing,  then either there exists a LDNF- re fu ta t ion  or  the 
LDNF- t ree  is f initely failed, i.e. A E M~; u FFt .  Therefore,  Pre C Mfi U FFet-. 
(ii) The  _C inc lus ion holds since Mfi C/~T..,'. by def in i t ion o f  M~ and FF~'. On the oth- 
er hand,  by (i), FF], n t~'e is inc luded in Mfi. Therefore  Me L n/: ' re = FF,~ n P>'e, 
(iii) Cons ider  A EMtt; A ~-e. By def init ion o f  M~. there exists :; L,_.:,qF-refuta~ion 
for P and  A. By Lemma B. I (ii), ,4 E Post. Thus,  M~ n Pre C Post. 
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(iv) Consider  ,4 ~ FFe L n/~-c. By definition of  FF¢ there exists a LDNF- re fu ta t ion  
for P and -~A. By Lemma B. I (it). Post ~ --,A. Therefore, FFe L n Pre C Post". 
iv) Definit ion 5.3 (i) holds by reasoning in the same way of  Theorem 3.7. Let us 
verify Definit ion 5.3 OiL We have to show that Tp(Post n l~'e) ~ Post (q l~'e. Consider 
A E Post  n P,"e. Since k, {/~-e} P {Post} holds, there exists 
A ,-- L, . . . . .  L, E grotmdl. (P), 
such that Post ~ L1 . . . . .  L,,. We show that for i c [l.n] Post N I~'e ~ L,. Consider 
two cases. 
• If L, is a positive literal, say B, then by Definit ion 5.3 (i), Pre ~ B. Therefore 
Post n Pre '~ L~. 
• If La is a negative literal then Post ~ Li implies Post n Pre ~ L,. [] 
The first consequence of  the lemma is the weak total correctness theorem for gen- 
eral programs.  
Theorem 5.4 (Weak total correctness). / f  b-, {/~'e} P {Post} holds and P is non- 
.[totmdering then P is wea(" totally correct w.r.t, the spec(B'cation (~'e, Post). 
Proof. The conclusion is an immediate consequence of  Lemma 5.1 (i, iii). [] 
Similarly to oositive programs,  we are in the posit ion to define the not ion of  strong- 
est postcondit ion for P and P,'e as the intersection of  all postcondit ions Post such that 
t-t {Pre} P {Post}. We still denote it by sp(P. l~'e). However,  in the case of  general pro- 
grams, the no, ivn of  stror, gest postcondit ion does not result in a relevant concept. As 
showed in Theorem 3.20, the inclusion Tp(Post) ~_ Post N Pre required in Definit ion 5.3 
is equivalent for positive programs to force Post n lh'e = M~ n t~'e = sp(P. Pre). This 
fact extends to general programs,  as pointed Otit  by the fol lowing theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. Assunw that ~, {Ply} P {Post} hoMs and P is nott-lhn,mter#tg. Then: 
(i) M~ n Pre = Post N t~'e, 
(it) FFe t N/~'e = Post 'n  Pre, 
(iii) t--, {Fre} P {Mtt; n Pre}. 
Proof. (i) The c_ inclusion is shown in Lemma 5.1 (iii). Moreover:  
Post n t~'e 
{Lemma 5.1 (i)} 
C_ PostN( (M~nI~.e)  U(FF l~nPre) )  
{ Distributivity } 
= (post n M~ n t~'e) u (Post n FF¢ n t~'e) 
{Lemma 5.1 (iii), (iv)} 
= Mtt;, n P re .  
(it) This is a direct consequence of  (i) and of  Lemma 5.1 (it). 
(iii) By Lemma 5.1 Iv). ~, {/~'e} P {Post n ~v} holds. By (i). Post 71 t~'e coincides 
with M/; n Pre. Therefore, I-t {Pre} P {M~ n/~'e} holds+ [] 
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We are now in the posit ion to state the total correctness theorem for general pro- 
grams. 
l 'heorem 5.6 (Total  correctness). I f I-, {ire} P {Post} holds and P is non-floundering, 
then P is total iv correct w.r.t, the specification (t~-e. Post O l~'e). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.5. (i, iii), I--, {Pre} P {g#nere}  holds, with M~OPre= 
Post APre.  By Theorem 5.4, P is weak total ly correct w.r.t, the specification 
(t%'e, Post n Pre). Not ing  that M~ n l°re = Post o Pre, by Definit ion 5.2, we conclude 
that P is total ly correct w.r.t, the specification (/°re, Post O I re) .  [] 
We conclude by point ing out that not ions and results such as proo f  outlines, rea- 
soning on ar ithmetic built- in's, and modular  proofs, directly extend to general pro- 
grams. 
5.2.2. Example:  transitive c!osure 
Consider  the fol lowing program TRANS, used to calculate the transit ive closure o f  
a given relation. 
trans (x, y, e, v)*--x"->,.\,.y 
trans(X, Y, E, V)~- 
membe r([X, Y], E), 
~member'(X, V). 
trans(X, Z, E, V).- 
member( [X, Y], E), 
~member'(X, V). 
t rans (Y ,  Z, E, [XIV ] ). 
member(X, [XIT ] ). 
member(X,  [YIT] )~-- 
member(X, T). 
membert(X, [XIT ] ). 
m~mber ' (X,  [YIT] ) ~ 
member'(X, T). 
The definitions o f  membe r and member" coincide, and: in practice, they are not rep- 
!icated. However,  the uses (or directionalitics) highlighte0 by that distinction will be 
useful to shown absence of  f loundering. Let e be a binary ret~tion on a set o f  con- 
stants at, represented as an element in List([=,~]), i.e. a list oi" pairs Ix, y] with 
x ,y  6 ~t. For  x 6 ~t, the intended meaning of  a query such as t ran~(x ,Y ,e ,  [ ]) is 
to find out all Ix, y] in the transit ive closure of  e. To  define suitable pre- and postcon- 
ditions, we write x---%.\,, y when there is a path from x to y in e that does not traverse 
pairs Is, b] such that a is in the list v. We define: 
t°re = { t rans(x ,  y, e, v) ] x 6 :t A v list o f  distinct e lements in ot A 
e 6 List( [=, a] ) AXCa in v 3 [a,b] in e} U 
{ member(x ,  Is) [ x 6 [=, U,], is c= L/st([~,~z]) } U 
{ member ' (x ,  t,) [ x 6 ~t, t, 6 List(or)}, 
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Post = { trans(x, y, e, v) I x--.~,,,~,y } u 
{ member(x, Is) I xisin IsE GList } U 
{ member ' (x ,  is) I x i s in  l sE  GList }. 
Next.  we define the fol lowing level mapping:  
Imember(x,  e)l = [member' (x,  e)l = lel 
P I t rans (x ,  v. e. t')l = 2-[e] - Ivl + 1 
for a toms in Pre, and 0 elsewhere. We note timt the level maplz.i,ag is well-defined, 
since for t rans (x ,  y, e, v) S Pre, we have that [el >/Ivl ~md then 
I t rans (x ,  y, e, *')1 f> 0. 
We observe that in the case Pre : BL, we wou~d have needed a more compl icated lev- 
el mapping.  Such a case is shown in [13], where the focus was on terminat ion.  Here, 
our  precoudit ion simplifies the definit ion o f  the level mapping  considerably,  albeit 
large enough to reason on the interesting queries, such as t rans  (x, Y, e, [ ]). Prov- 
ing that I--, {Pre} TRANS {Post} holds is handy.  As an example,  we show a proo f  ob- 
l igation relatively to the second clause. Consider  a ground instance: 
tran(x, z. e, v) 
member( ix ,  y], e), 
--, member ' (x ,  v), 
t ransO' ,  z, e, [x I v]). 
such that /~ 'e  ~ trans(x, z, e, v) and 
Post ~ member( Ix ,  y], e), --, member ' (x ,  t,). 
We have to show that: 
/>re ~ t rans(y ,  z, e, Ix I t,]) and(3)  
[ t rans ( .v ,  _-, e, v)[ > I t rans0 , ,  z, e, [xlv])l. 
For  (3), we have that since [x, y] is in e and e is a list o f  pairs o f  elements in ~, then y is 
in ~. In addit ion, [x l v] is a list o f  disthwt elements in ~, since v is a list o f  distinct 
elements and x is not in v. Final ly, for Va in v 3 [a, b] in e and Ix, y] is in e imply 
Va in [x I v] 3 [a. b] in e. Therefore,  (3) holds. 
For  (4), we note that I t rans (x ,  z, e,v)[ = 2-[el  -- IvlL+ I > 2- le l  -- (Ivl + I) + 1 
= I t rans (y ,  z, e, [xlv])l. 
Another  useful observat ion in showing the proo f  obl igat ions relatively to the de- 
creasing of  the level mapping from the head to the two first body atoms is to note 
that Pre ~ trans(x, z, e, v) implies le[ >I It'[, and then: 
2-[el  - Ivl + 1 > lel, Ivl. 
Let us see how the Call Pattern Theorem 5.2 (ii) helps us in showing that TRANS is 
non-f loundering.  Cons ider  a negative ~titeral - ,member ' (X ,  V) selected along a LD-  
der ivat ion for TRANS and any query Q such that t--, {P~-e} Q {Post} holds by I I- 
By Theorem 5.2 (ii), Pre ~ member ' ( . ' ( ,  V). Due to the form of  Pre, this implies that 
X E ~ and V E List(~). This and the fact that x is a set o f  constants imply that 
-~ member '  (X, V) is ground.  In part icular,  we have that TRANS is non-f lounder ing 
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w.r.t. Pre. By Theorem 5.6, we conclude that T1RA~IS is te~ally correct w.r.t, the spec- 
ificatitm (Pre, Post n Pre). 
5.2.3. Completeness o f  LDNF-resohttion 
In the following, we present some results on completeness of  Negat ion as Fai lure 
for LDNF-reso lut ion,  as a by-result of  the verification method developed so far. 
Theorem 5.7 (Completeness o f  negation as failure). Assume that I--, {/~'e} P {Post} 
holds and comp(P) is consistent. If./br A E t~'e, P U {A } does not floumier, then 
(i) (/'comp(P) ~ -~A then tltere exists a fin#el.v f idled LDNF-tree.[or P and A. 
(ii) ~'comp(P) ~ A then there e.x'ists a LDNF-reftttation for  P and A. 
Proof .  By the Terminat ion Theorem 5.3 the LDNF- t ree  for P and A is finite. Since 
PU {A} is non-f loundering either the LDNF- t ree  is finitely failed or there is a 
refutation. 
(i) The latter case is not possible, otherwise by Soundness of  SLDNF-reso lut ion  
([41], Theorem 15.6) comp(P)~-A.  This is in contradict ion with the hypothesis 
comp(P) ~ -~A and the assumption that comp(P) is consistent. 
(ii) The former case is not possible, otherwise by soundness of  negation as failure 
([-41], Theorem 15.4) comp(P) ~-~A. This is in contradict ion with the hypothesis 
comp(P) ~ A and the assumption that comp(P) is consistent. [] 
We are now in the posit ion to give a declarative interpretat ion of  Mfi and FEe L. 
Theorem 5.8. Assume that ~-, {/~'e} P {Post} holds. P is non-flmmdering and comp(P) 
is consistent. Then." 
(i) M# CI/:~e = {A E /:~'e I co,.?(e) ~ A} 
(ii)/:Ft{- nPre  = {A E/~'e I comp(P) ~ --,A}. 
Proof. The c inclusions follow from soundness o f  SLDNF-reso lut ion  and of  the 
negation as failure ru|e. The ~ inclusions follow from the Completeness Theorem 
5.7. [] 
The next result extends completeness to ground general queries. P roof  relation l- 
natural ly extends to general queries by discarding the k > [A~I requirements in Def- 
inition 5. !. 
Theorem 5.9 (Completeness of  LDNF-reso lut ion  I). Assume that Ht {Pre} P {Post} 
attd b- {Pre} Q {Post} hold. where Q is a ground general query. Aloreover, assume that 
P o { Q} dot:~" notflotmder and comp(P) is consistent. I fcomp(P) ~ Q then there exists 
a LDNF-refittation jor  P aml Q. 
Proof. The proof  is by induction on the number  of  literals in Q. 
(Base) If Q consists of  only one literal then the result follows by Theorem 5.7. 
(Step) If Q -- L, L9 t then by Theorem 5.7 there exists a LDNF-re futat ion  for L. By 
Le,nma 5.1 (iii, iv) we have Post ~ L and then, by Definition 5.3, H {Pre} Q¢ {Post} 
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holds. Therefore we can apply the inductive hypothesis on Q' to reach the desired 
conclusion. [] 
The final result of  this section is concerned with a further extension of  complete- 
ness of  LDNF-resolut ion.  In this case, assuming an underlying language with infi- 
nitely many function symbols (i.e., Z'~ infinite), we can state a completeness result 
that extends a well-l~now theorem by Cavedon [21]. 
Theorem 5.10 (Completeness of  LDNF-resolut ion I I). .4ssume that ~-t {/are} P {Post} 
and ~ {Pre} Q {Post} hold. ,rcloreover. assume that P tO {Q} does not flounder, S t  is 
infinite and comp(P) is consistent. I f  comp(P) ~ Q' for  an instance L~ o f  Q, then there 
exists a LDNF-refutation for  P and Q with computed instance more general than ~_. 
Proof. Let Q" be the query obtained by substituting every variable x, in Q' by a term 
ti with principal functor not appearing in P or Q', and distinct from that of  the others 
~j, for j ¢ i. Such terms exist since Z't. is infinite. P to {Q"" cannot flounder, otherwise 
by substituting the ti's with the xi's in the derivation, we would conclude that 
P t_/{Q'} flounders, and a fortiori that P tO {Q} flounders. Therefore, by Theorem 
5.9, there exists a LDNF-refutat ion for P and Q". By substituting the tfs with the xfs  
along that refutation we obtain a LDNF-refutat ion for P and Q'. Since P tO {Q} does 
not flounder, we can lift that refutation to a LDNF-refutat ion for P and Q with 
computed instance more general than Q~, [] 
As a special case we find again the r,~ults of  Cavedon [21] on acvclic programs. 
We recall that a program is acycfic if thele exists a level mapping I ] such that: 
for every A .-- Li, . . . .  L,, E groundtp(P) for i ~ [I,n] IA] > ]L~], 
where for a negative literal [--,Bi[ is set to tB~l. 
It can be shown that if a program is acyclic with respect o a language L, then it is 
acyclic with respect o every extension of L. Therefore, we can assume, with,rut loss 
of  generality, that SL is infinite. 
Apt  and Bezem ([1], Theorem 2.5) show that for an acyclic program P, Me L is a 
model of ecmp(P), i.e. that Te(M~) = M~. By Definition 5.3, we conclude that if P 
is acyclic then ~-, {Bt } P {M~} holds in some language L with 2"L infinite. In addition, 
comp(P) is consistent and t-- {Bt. } Q {M~ } holds for any query. 
Summarizing, the only hypothesis needed to apply Theorem 5.10 is that P U {Q} 
does not flounder, which is implied by the only hypothesis of  the completeness the- 
orem ([21], Theorem 4.5) that P and Q are allowed. 
6. Related work 
Formal  methods for reasoning about logic programs have been studied for a long 
time. Apt and Marchior i  [10] survey modes, types, and weak partial correctness 
methods. Crnogorac et al. [24] compare some occur-check analysis methods, De 
Schreye and Decorte [5 l] survey termination methods. Ducass6 and Noy6 [33] survey 
environments for dynamic analysis and debugging. Apt 's  book [8] presents everal 
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results on verification of Prolog programs. Jacquet's book [39] collects contributions 
on program synthesis, derivation, and analysis. 
In the following, we discuss the relations of our approach with other proof  meth- 
ods for reasoning on (weak) partial correctness, termination, (weak) total correctness 
and general programs. Once again, we recall that our intended objective is to show 
that the proposed method - based on the l-t relation - is a trade-off between expres- 
siveness (i.e.. the class of programs and properties i~ is able zo reason ~boul) and ease 
of use in paper & pem'il verification proofs. In fact. it is apparent in the above refer- 
ences that the state-of-the-art in this area is that of a wide collection of separated 
methods and techniques, whose common issues are not properly recognized, and 
synthesized in a few unifying principles. Ours is an attempt owards this direction. 
6.1. Weak partial correctnes.v 
Early works on proving declarative properties of logic programs can be traced 
back to Clark [22] and Hogger [37,38]. Apt and Marchiori [10] compare several 
methods, by showing how many of the proposal present in the literature adopt a Ho- 
are's logic proof  style [3 I], where specifications are given in terms of pre- and post- 
conditions. In particular, we refer the reader to Naish [44] lbr a paper investigating 
the parallel between verification of logic and imperative programs. Among the oth- 
ers, the method of Bossi and Cocco [16] is a trade-off between expressiveness and 
ease of use, being able to reason on declarative and run-time properties of Prolog 
programs. By allowing monotonic assertions only, i.e. assertions closed under substi- 
tution, they strictly extend the methods of: 
• well-typed programs by Bronsard et al. [20]. where directional types are consid- 
ered to model the input/output behaviour of programs, 
• well-moded programs by Dentbinski and Maluszynski [27]. 
On the oth,'-," hand, Apt and Marchiori [ ! 0]t silow that the method of Bossi and Cocco 
!:~ :~ s i~  • ,~ ~:~:~e of: 
• tb~: ~ ,ductive assertion method of  Drabent and Maluszynski [32], which allows for 
the use of non-monotonic assertions, that is assertions not necessarily closed un- 
der substitution, 
• the method of  Colussi and Marchiori [23], where assertions are associated to con- 
trol points, rather than to the relations defined in programs. 
Another relevant approach is due to Deransart [28], who proposes two proof  
methods for weal: partial correctness which are correct a~ad complete. The first 
one is b~ed on ie:.htcth'e specifications, i.e. specification that hold for the head 
of a cla',tse if they hold for the body of the clause. The second one is a refinement 
of  the first method in order to facilitate correctness proofs. Deransart [28], Sec- 
tion 6) points out that the method due to Bossi and Cocco is a speci~l case of his 
proposals. Other recent approaches investigate xtensions of pure logic program- 
ming including: 
• declarative xtensions of first-order built-in's of Frolog (Apt et ai. [1 !]), 
• methods to prove correctness with respect o the :¢,- and -~'-semantics (Apt et al. 
[9D, 
• general ogic program, (Ferrand and Deransaa't [36], Malfon [42]), 
• concurreat constraint logic programs (de Boer et al. [25]), 
• meta-programming (Pedreschi and Ruggieri [48]), and 
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• dynamic  schedul ing  systems (Apt  and  Luit jes [4], de Boer et al, [26]). 
We now show that  the method based on the relat ion I- is equ iva lent  with the one 
o f  Bossi and  Cocco,  thus precisely c lass i fy ing the expressiveness o f 1-. "We fol low the 
presentat ion  o f  Apt  and  March io r i  [10]. 
Definit ion 6.1. A type I is a set o f  a toms such that  i f  an a tom A is in I then every 
instance o f  A is in 1. Let pr~r,,post be types. A program is wel l -m-asserted by pre, post 
i f  for every ,4 ,-- Bl . . . . .  B, instance o f  a c lause f rom it, for i E [l. n]" 
A Epre  AB~, . . . ,B~ ,. Epost  =:> B~Epre  
and 
A Epre  AB I  . . . .  ,B,, Epost  ::~ A Gpost .  
A query  is wel l -m-asserted by pre, post i f  for every B~, . . . ,  B,, instance o f  it, for 
i ~ [ l ,n] :  
,4 E pre A B I , . . . ,B~_ j  E post ~ B~ E pre. 
A type I is cal led strongly monotonic  i f  an a tom is in / i f fevery ground instance o f  it is 
in 1. 
As an example  o f  non strongly monoton ic  type, we ment ion  the set o f  g round at- 
oms.  The  method o f  Bossi and  Cocco  is based on prov ing  a program wel l -m-assert-  
ed. It is er:~dent that  re lat ion ~ is a s impl i f icat ion o f  wel l -m-assertedness.  Intuit ively,  
t- co inc ides with wel l -m-assertedness restr icted to st rongly  monoton ic  types. How-  
ever, we ::iiaim that  under  a rather  general  hypothes is ,  the two methods  exhib i t  the 
same expressiveness,  in a sense clarif ied by the fo l lowing def init ion.  
Definit ion 6.2. Cons ider  two sets o f  types, .~r and  J .  We say that .~" is at least as 
expressive as ,¢ i f  every program wel l -m-asserted by two types pre,/~Jst in j is well- 
m-asserted by pre' ,post '  types in .¢ such that: 
pre C_ pre' and post' M pre C post. 
We say that  .:" is as expressive as j i f .¢  is a': ,least as expressive as j and  vice versa. [] 
In other  words,  .~ is at least as expressive as j i f  whenever  we can reason on P 
and  O us ing types f rom j ,  then we are able  t L~ reason on P us ing types f rom .~" that  
a l low for reason ing  on a class o f  quer ies conta in ing  Q, since pre c pre', and on f iner 
propert ies,  s ince for post' n pre c post. 
Theorem 6.1. Assume that EL is infinite. Then strongly monotonic  O'pes are as 
e.vpressive as types. 
Proof.  Obv ious ly ,  types are at least as expressive as st rongly  monoton ic  types. 
Converse ly .  cons ider  types l~e and post, and  a program P wel l -m-asserted by 
pre, post. We define the st rongly  monoton ic  types: 
pre ~ =.: True(pre N BL) post' = True(M~ n Fost ), 
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where True(I) = {A E AtomL !~ I ~ A}. It is readily checked that P is well-m-asserted 
by pre',post" as well. Moreover, consider A E pre. Since every ground instance of  A is 
in pre n BL, then A is in pre'. Therefore, pre c_ pre'. 
In addition, irA E post' Npre then every ground instance of A is in A/p L. Let A' be a 
ground instance of  A obtained by instantiating every variable of  A with ground terms 
whose principal function symbol is distinct and does not appear in ,4 or P. A' exists 
since 27L is infinite. Then: 
A' E IV/'~ 
¢:~ {A' ground } 
P~A'  
¢~ { Theorem on Constants (see e.g. Ref. [52]) } 
P~A.  
By Corollary 4.8 in Ref. [10], ,4 E pre and P ~ A imply A E post, hence post" O In'e C 
post. [] 
6.2. Call pattern characteri:ation 
As shown in Section 3.3, the method based on the proof  relation b is not com- 
plete with respect o the notion of  (weak} partial correctne:~s, in the sense that there 
are programs P weak partially correct w.r.t, a specifi~:afion (/~-e, Po.~:) for which 
1-- {Pre} P {Post'} does not hold for any Post'. A completeness result has been shown 
for the method of Der~nsart [28]. 
Inc~ rn~letcness of relation i- is due to a phenomena recently investigated by Boye 
and Malu.~zynski [19]. They pointed out that directional types and, more generally, 
correctness can be viewed under two different aspects, depending whe~ther one is in- 
terested in the input/output behaviour, i.e. declarative properties, or in the run-time 
behaviour of  programs, i.e. call pattern characterization with respect o some specific 
selection rule. Under this distinction, the approach of  Deransart is a method for 
proving declarative properties, while ours addresses also run-time properties with 
reference to the leftmost selection rule. 
In particular, Definition 2.2 of  weak partial and partial correctness i concerned 
with declarative properties, by noting that: 
g~ O l~'e C Post 
can be rewritten as 
M~ c_ (BL \ he)  U Post. 
Ou the contrary, the proof  p, ethod based on relation F- addresses call pattern char- 
acterization (see Corol lary 3.1) as well as declarative properties. Therefore, we had to 
trade completeness of the method for the possibility of reasoning on call patterns 
'with respect o the leftmost selection rule. 
Naish [45] discusses the notion of  types as supersets of  the least Herbrand 
model in the sense of (5), by arguing that purely declarative information can ac- 
tually express the essence of  types and modes. He proposes [43,45] a definition of  
declarative typing of programs and applies it to program verification and type 
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checking. The resulting declarative proof  method is more general than relation l- 
but still incomplete. 
6.3. Partial correctness 
Among the cited approaches to w'eak partial correctness, only Malfon [42] shows 
a method for proving that a postcondit ion is the strongest one, in the sense of  The- 
orems 3.12 and 3.20. To the best of  our knowledge, no approach discusses methods 
for characterizing the weakest (liberal) preconditions, in the sense of Theorem 3.21. 
6.4. Term#uttion 
Concerning termination, we refer the reader to the survey of  De Schreye and De- 
corte [51] for a comprehensive bibliography. Among others, Bezcm [14] and Apt and 
Pedreschi [l 3] introduced recurrent and acceptable logi?, programs, which are special 
cases of  the proof  relation ~-,. In particular, a program P is acceptable iff 
t- {BL} P {Post} holds for some Post, and P is recurrent iff I-- {BL} P {Bt.} holds. 
Thus, our method can be viewed as an adaptat ion of  the above universal termina- 
tion proof  methods with respect o the intended queries; this facilitates in many ex- 
amples the required reasoning, in that uninteresting input queries are not to be taken 
into account. As an example, consider the following program FLAT: 
f!at([l. []). 
f l a t ( [X  I Xs], [f(X) [ FXs])  ~- 
f lat  (Xs, FXs). 
flat(nil, []). 
flat(tree(X, Ls, Rs), [f(X) I Fs]) ÷-- 
flat(Ls, FLs), 
flat(Rs, FRs), 
append(~:L¢.~, FRs, Fs). 
augmented with the APPEND program. FLAT applies f( .)  to every element of  a given 
list, or of  a preorder traversal of a given binary tree. We denote by Btree the set of  
binary trees, and for bt E BTree. [lbtll denotes the number of  nodes of  bt. Given: 
Pre =f la t (GL is t  x UL) U f la t (BTree  x UL) U PreappEr~ D. 
Post ={ f la t ( I s ,  rs) I Is, rs E GList A Ilsl = Irsl } u 
{ fza t ( i , t ,  ,'s) I bt 6 BTree,,:~ 6 GList A IIbtll = I,'~1} u 
Post  AppE~D, 
it is straightforward to exhibit proof  outlines to show that I-, {/~'e} :B'LAT {Post} 
holds by using a level mapping I I such that: 
S Ilsl + ! if i~ E GList. 
I f l a t ( I s ,  IW) l l t[lsll + ! if 1~ E Bl)'ee. 
On the contrary, proving acceptability i.~ awkward, due to the fact that badly-typed 
atoms have to be considered in the definition of the level mapping, such as 
tree(a.[a,b,e].tree(a,[ ],nil)). 
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Even worse, there are some interesting programs which terminate on a strict sub- 
set of  BL only, and then cannot be acceptable. The most immediate xample is the 
following program TRANSP: 
t rans (x ,  y, e) ~-- x "--*~. y for a DAG e 
trans(X, Y, E) ~- 
member([X, Y], E). 
trans(X, Y, E) ~- 
member([X, Z], E), 
t rans  (Z, Y, E). 
augmented by the definition of  member .  
In the intended meaning of the program, t rans(x ,  y, e) succeeds 7,fix "~eY, i.e. i f  Ix, y] 
is in the transitive closure of  a direct acyclic graph (DAG)  e, which is represented as 
a list of  pairs of constants. It is readily checked that i fe  is not a DAG,  i.e. it contains 
a cycle, then infinite derivations may occur. As a consequence, TRANSP is not ac- 
ceptable. Notice, however, that in the intended use of  the program, e is supposed 
to be a DAG.  In our approach, we model that case by defining: 
P re= { t rans(x ,  y, e) I e i sa  DAG }O{ member(x,  Is) I Is i sa l i s t}  
Post = { trans(x, y, e) [ x-'-% y } U { member(x,  Is) [ x is in ls }. 
It is readily checked that t--, {Pre} TRANSP {Post} ho!ds by using the level mapping 
[ t rans (x ,  y, e)[ = [el + 1 + Card{ z [ x --~,.z } 
tmember(x, e)l = [el, 
where Card is the set cardinality operator. By means of  the same level mapping, it is 
readily checked that: 
I-, {Pre} t rans(x ,  Y, e) {Post} and I--, {Pre} t rans(X ,  Y, e) {Post} 
hold, where e is a DAG.  By Theorem 3.15, the LD-trees for trans(x, Y, e) and 
t rans(X ,  Y, e) are finite. 
6. 5. (Weak)  total correctness 
We claim that the sum of  well-m-assertedness and acceptability is not as expres- 
sive as the method based on proof  relation I--t. On the one hand, by simply applying 
in turn weU-m-assertedness and acceptability invoh,es considering more proof  obli- 
gations than establishing ~-,. On the other hand, the complications with proving ac- 
ceptability highlighted in the example programs FLAT and TRANSP still continue to 
hold. Furthermore, consider P well-m-asserted by pre,post.  Since in general post is 
not a model of  the program (see APPEND for an example), acceptability must be 
shown by considering a further set Post' - a model of P - which is not present in 
our approach. In addition, confusion can arise due to the fact that acceptability anal- 
y,~is acts at a ground level, whilst well-m-assertedness acts at a non-ground level. 
Also, we mention that well-m-assertedness has been extended by Bossi et al. [17] 
to reason on termination. They define level mappings [ I on non-ground atoms as 
well, and require that for every A ,--- B l , . . . ,  Bn instance of  a clause of  P, for every 
i ~ [l~n]: 
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pre ~ A /~, post ~ B~ . . . . .  B~_., implies [AI > [B~]. (6) 
However, this leads to complications, ince termination can be proved only using rig- 
id level mappings, and then a further proof  obligation has to be satisfied. I I is called 
rigid if whenever pre ~ A then IAI = IA'I for every instance A' ofA. Moreover, the re- 
sulting proof  method is not complete in the sense of Theorem 3.19. In fact, consider 
the program P: 
p(O).  
p (1 )  ~- p(O).  
and pre : AtomL, and any/xgst. For every level mapping [ l- we have that (o) requires 
Ip(I )1 > Ip(0)l. Therefore, ] I cannot be rigid, since pre b 10 (X).  On the contrary, it is 
straightforward to show that ~, {Bt.} P {BIll and t--, {Bz.} p(X) {//L} hold by the 
same level mapping. A similar argument applies to the termination p~*ot, f method 
proposed for well-typed programs by Brc',lsard et al. [20]. 
6.6. General programs 
Ferrand and Deransart [36] extr_nd the proof  method of Deransart [28] to prove 
declarative properties of general ogic programs. Differently from our approach, they 
do not discuss termination issues and adopt the weii- lbtmded semantics [2]. A~, in tile 
case of definhe programs, their method is more general for proving declar-,tive prop- 
erties, albeit ours is also able reason on call pattern characterization and termination 
as well as ensuring completeness of  LDNF-resolut ion. 
The same arguments apply to the proposal of Malfon [42]. which presents a cor- 
rect and complete method to prove declarative properties with respect o Fitting and 
well-founded semantics [2]. It is worth noting that the notion of well-supported in- 
terpretation results to be a simplification of a similar notion introduced in [42]. 
6.7. hltt ' .~l 't i ted apl~roat'ht 's  
There are a few atternpts to present in a uniform way methods dealing with cor- 
rectness, termination, call patterns, occur-check freedom, modular proofs, and other 
program properties. A valuable approach is due to Apt [8]. However, his book pre- 
sents several separated results, which in many cases are instantiations of the proof  
method presented in this paper. 
Also, Deville [30] proposes an approach for systematically deriving terminating 
programs from specifications provided in a Clark's completion-like I'ormat. ttow- 
ever, the method is not applicable to check correctness of existing programs. 
Recently, St/irk [53] proposed a logic program theorem prover in which termina- 
tion and correctness can be formally proved for programs containing negation and 
arithmetic built-in's. The formal theory underlying the theorem prover is an exten- 
sion of pure Prolog including induction principles and axioms for buitt-in's. 
7. Conclusions 
The starting point of the research reported in this paper has been the recognition 
of a few core principles, common to several existing proof  methods for logic pro- 
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grams.  On  this basis, a thorough proo f  theory has been developed as a cand idate  uni- 
fy ing f ramework  capab le  o f  address ing a reasonab ly  large spect rum o f  propert ies for 
a reasonab ly  large class o f  programs.  
The or ig inal  cont r ibut ion  o f  this paper  is the in t roduct ion  o f  a p roo f  retat ion ~, 
for total correctness o f  logic programs,  possib ly conta in ing  negat ion and ar i thmet -  
ic bui l t - in 's,  which are des igned to be executed accord ing to a fixed se!ection rule. 
In par t ica lar ,  the proposed proo f  theory concentrates  on the (Prolog's)  lef tmost  
selection rule. For  reasons o f  presentat ion,  the I-, p roo f  method  has been intro- 
duced in an incrementa l  way. by a stepwise def in i t ion o f  increasingly h igher  levels 
o f  veri f icat ion, f rom a weak form o f  part ia l  correctness up to ful l - f ledged total cor- 
rectness. 
Some appl icat ions  o f  the method have been surveyed, inc lud ing prov ing absence 
o f  run- t ime errors,  modu lar  p rogram deve lopment ,  safe omiss ion o f  the occur-check,  
veri f icat ion o f  meta -programs,  emant ics  decidabi l i ty.  By lack o f  space, we could not 
inc lude the presentat ion o f  case studies o f  s igni f icant d imens ion .  However,  we refer 
the reader  to [47] for a col lect iou o f  case studies. 
F inal ly ,  we compared  the expressiveness o f  the proposed approach  with exist- 
ing proposals.  Technicat ly  speaking,  the proo f  theory is obta ined as a combina-  
t ion o f  the proo f  method  o f  Bossi and Cocco [16] for weak part ia l  correctness.  
and the proo f  method  o f  Apt  and Pedreschi  [13] for te rminat ion  The advantage  
o f  this operat ion  is that the expressiveness o f  the combined  method strictly ex- 
ceeds the expressiveness,; o f the separated methods  both f rom a theoret ical  and  
a pract ical  perspective. 
We were not concerned here with the issue o f  automat ion ,  since the main  focus 
was on the theoret ical  f ramework  and.  in add i t ion ,  there would  be no space in the 
paper  for a fair  account ing  o f  the issue. However.  we are pursu ing  a research lh~e 
towards the design and the imp lementat ion  o f  tools suppor t ing  sysl , :matic p rogram 
deve lopment  and  automat ic  verif ication. Other  intere~;l~ng extens ions we are cur rent -  
ly invest igat ing include constra int  logic p rograms and dynamic  selection rules. 
Appendix A. Termination 
In the fol lowing, we assume that the funct ion max:  2 x' ----, N td {zx: } is def ined as 
follows: 
0 if S= 0, 
n'tax S = ,I i f  S is f inite and non-empty ,  and n is the max imum of  S. 
~x: i f  S is inf inite. 
Then  n:ax S < c~ iff the set S is finite. 
Moreover .  we will use the finite mult iset  order ing.  A mult iset on J4" is an unor-  
dered sequence o f  e lements  f rom /4". We denote a muit iset o f  e lements  at  . . . . .  a , ,  
by bag(a j  . . . . .  a,,). I f  14/is associated with a irreflexive order ing <,  we define the or- 
der ing --<,,, on finite mult iset induced by < a.,, the t ians i t ive c losure o f  the relation: 
.¥ -.< Y i f f  X = Y - {a} U Z for an a ~ Y 
and Z such that  b < a for every b E Z, 
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where X.  Y. Z are finite mult iset o f  e lements f rom W. A wel l -known result (see e.g. 
R e~: [29]) shows that i f  (W. <)  is a wel l - founded order ing,  then the cor respond ing  
mult iset  order ing is wel l - founded as well. Here, we make use o f  an equiva lent  formu-  
lat ion of  re lat ion ~-, for quer ies.  
Def in i t ion A . I .  Cons ider  a level mapp ing  I ] and a spec i f icat ion (P)'e. Post). 
® To a query  Q = B, . . . . .  B,, we assoc ia te ,  sets o f  natura l  numbers  def ined as fol- 
lows, for i ~ [1..]" 
IOl, -- { IA~IIA, . . . . . .  4,, is a g round instance of  Q and Post ~ .4t . . . . .  A~ i }. 
.~ A query  Q is cal led hounded (by [ ] and Post) iff IQ], is finite, for every i E [I. n]. 
- For  Q = Bt . . . . .  B,, bounded,  we define the mult iset  [!Q[I o f  natura l  numbers  as fol- 
lows: 
!IQ]] = hag(max lo l l  . . . . .  max  IQI,)-  
Observe  that if  I- {/~'e} Q {Post} holds, then Q is bounded (by [ I and Post} if and 
only if F-, {/~'e} Q {post} holds  (by using I [)- The  advantage  of  usi::g the ~qotion o f  
boundedness  i that  we concentrate  on terminat ion  only.  wi thout  tak ing into accounl  
correctness,  which is cons idered in Theorem 3.8. 
Proolg of  the theorems o f  this Append ix  resemble a sta l ,dard way to proceed (see 
s imi lar  proot~ by Apt  and Pedreschi  [5] for acceptable  programs)  and,  for lack of  
space, are not reported here. They can be found in Append ix  A of  Ref. [47]. 
Lemma A.Ii. As.~,tme that ~t {/~'e} P {Post} and ~t {/'~'e} Q {Post} hoht hi" the same 
h'vel tmtpphlg [ I. Let Q' he a LD-resoh'ent o f  P and Q. Then 
(i) Q' is hounded (by  ] ] ttnd Postt. and 
• '~-i: IIQ'II -<,,, ]IQIf. ,,,i,1 
(iii) I-, {Pre} Q' {Post}. 
The fo l lowing result states a form of  completeness,  useful in prov ing the Termina-  
t ion Completeness  Theorem 3.19. 
Theorem A. I .  Assume that k-{/~-e} P {Post} and P is Prt'-termittating. Titen there 
e.vists a h'vc'l mcq,ping I I such that: 
{i) t-, {P,v} P {sp(P. P,'e)}. a,ui 
( i i ) f i ,  r et'erv qltet 9" Q such that F- {Pre} Q {Post}. we have that 
~-, {~v} Q {sp(P.l~-e)} 
hohts l,v mea,  s o f  l [ (tf ev,.','v LD-derivati,,n li,," P and Q is finite. 
Appendix  B. Genera l  programs 
Lemma B.I .  Assume that F, {Pre} P {Post} hoh!s. For re'err .4 E Pre: 
(i) / f  the LDNF~tree [br P and ,,i is.h'nitel3" / idled then Post ~ -,A, 
(ii) I f  there is a LDNF-r<lhtat ion fo r  P and A then Post ~ ,4. 
Proof .  The  proo f  is by a doub le  induct ion  on  the rank ( /> 0) and on  the depth  ( i> I ) 
o f  the t initely fai led LDNF- t ree  in the case (i). In the case (ii). induct ion  is on the 
rank ( >i 0) and on the length ( 1> l) o f  the LDNF- re fu ta t ion .  
(rank = 0): 
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(depth / length - - l )  (i) I f  Post ~A then by Def in i t ion  5.3 (ii) there  exists 
A ~--Lt . . . . .  L,, E groundL(P)  such that  
Post ~ Li . . . . .  L,,. 
However ,  this  is imposs ib le  s ince &'pth  : ! impl ies  that  ..l does  not  un i~ '  wi th any  
c lause head.  
(ii) S ince length = 1. ti le hypothes is  impl ies  that  .,I is an  ins tance  o f  tile head o f  a 
un i t  c lause. By Def in i t ion  5.3 (i2j+ we conc lude  Post ~ +4. 
(depth/ length > 1) {i) I f  ~.vt  ~ A then by Def in i t ion  5.3 (ii~ there  exists C0  = 
A ,-- Li . . . . .  L,, E grou~td:(P),  with  C c lause f rom P, such that  
/~st  ~ L t . . . . .  L,,. ( 1 ) 
S ince the reso lvent  of .4 and C has  a f initely fai led LD(NF) - t ree .  every  ins tance  o f  its. 
and  in par t i cu la r  L~ . . . . .  L,,. has  a f in itely fai led LD(N F)-tree.  There fore  there exists 
i E [1, , ]  such that  L~ . . . . .  L,_t have  a re fu ta t ion  and  L, has  a f initely fai led LDINF~.- 
tree. S ince rank  = 0. L~ . . . . .  L, are pos i t ive l i terals.  By induct ive  h~pothes is  (ii) on  the 
length  o f  re fu ta t ions :  
/~:,.,~r t=:: Lt . . . . .  L,+l 
and  then.  s ince t--, {Pre} P {Post}. t~'e ~ L,. By induct ive  hypothes is  I~) on  the depth  
Post ~ Li. Th is  cont rad ic ts  ( I) ,  thus  we conclude/~z~.t  ~ -~A. 
(ii) Cons ider  the LDNF- reso lvent  o f  +-!. S ince rank  = 0, every  l i teral  in it is posi -  
tive. Moreover .  some ground ins tance  B~ . . . . .  B,, o f  it has  a LD(NF}- re f i~tat ion .  
By induct ive  hypothes is  on  the depth ,  we have 
Post ~ BD . . . . .  B,,. 
Since ~-, {~'e} P {Post} holds ,  by De l in i t ion  5.3 (i2) this impl~t,s Post ~ ,4. 
( rank  > 0): 
{depthi length---  I) Ana logous  to the case rank  = 0. 
(depthi length > 1) (i) I f  Post ~ .4 then by Def in i t ion  5.3 (ii) there  exists CO = 
A .-- Li . . . . .  L,, E groundj . (P) ,  with C c lause f rom P. such thut:  
Post ~ Li . . . . .  L,,+ (2) 
S ince the reso lvent  o f .4  and  C has  a f initely fai led l_ .DNF-tree,  ever , / ins+ante  o f  its. 
and  in par t i cu la r  L~ . . . . .  L,,. has  a f initely fai led LDNF- t ree .  There fore  there  er~,ists 
i E [ l ,n]  such that  L~ . . . . .  L, ; have  a re fu ta t ion  and  L~ has a f initely fai led LDNF,  
tree. By induct ive  hypothes is  (ii) on  the length o f  re fu ta t ions  and  li) on  the ran,,:: 
Post ~ L i . . . . .  L+ t. 
Since I-, {Pre} P {Post}. we have  P~'e ~ A,. where  L+ = A, or  L, --- --,A,. We dist ingu+sh 
now two cases. 
I f  L+ = ,,i+ then  by induct ive  hypothes is  (i) on  the depth/~,s+ ~ L,. Th is  cont rad ic ts  
12), thus  we conclude/~z~-t ~ --,A. 
] f  L~ = --,A~ ~hen A, has a LDNF- re fu ta t ion  wi th  lower  rank.  By induc l i :e  hypoth -  
esis (ii) on  the rank ,  we have  Post ~ A,, and then Post ~ L,. Th is  cont rad ic ts  (2). thus  
we conc lude  Post ~ -~.4. 
(ii) Cons ider  the reso lvent  ~f  A. We observe  that  some ground ins tance  L~ . . . . .  L,, 
o f  it has  a LDNF- re fu ta t ion .  By induct ive  hypothes is  (ii) on  the length o f  re fu ta t ions  
every pos i t ive  l i teral  in L~ . . . . .  L,. is in Post.  By induct ive  hypothes is  (i) on  the rank ,  
we have  that  every  negauve  li~,~ral is t rue in Post,  i.e. 
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Post ~ LI . . . .  , L,,. 
Since f-t {/:'re} P {Post} holds,  by Def in i t ion 5.3 (i2), this impl ies Post ~ A. E3 
We extend  the not ion  o f  boundedr:~  :~ to general  quer ies  by def in ing for a general  
query  Q: 
IQI, = { 1,4,1 I L~, . . . ,  L,, is a ground instance of Q, 
Post ~ Li . . . . .  L i_ l ,and L i=A i  VL i=~Ai  }. 
Lemma B.2. Assume that F, {Pre} P {Post} and F-, {/~'e} Q {Post} hoM b.r the same 
lerel mapping I I. Let QP be a LDNF-resol~ent o f  P and Q. Then 
(i) Q' is bounded (by I I and  Post), and 
(ii) [t Q'II -<m Ilall, and 
(iii) I-, {/='re} Q' {Post}. 
Proof .  In the case that  a posit ive l iteral is selected, we fo l low the same reason ing  o f  
Lemma A. I .  Therefore ,  we have only  to cons ider  Q = ~,4, _O'. In this case, A is 
g round,  and  there exists a f in i te ly fai led LDNF- t ree  for P and  ,1, and  _O' is the 
LDNF- reso lvent  o f  P and  Q. By Lemma B.i (i), Post ~ ~A. From this, ( i- i l l) 
readi ly fol low. [] 
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